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CH1\.PTER I

INTRODUCTION: PAUL TILLICH AND THE FAILURE OF THE

QUEST OF TFE HISTORICAL JESUS

I. The.....Etob].em of 'tI)e H:!-.9...to~:Jc¥ J8811[.

tChristologyt is a technical term describing the theological

attempt to interpret the person of Christ, and, more particularly, the

union of the divine and hmnan natures in that person. Although the

New Testament narratives present the facts about the person of Jesus

rather than any explffi1ation of them, the Gospels witness nevertheless

that the historical Christ claimed to be both r.fc'U1 and God; and,

judging by the tenor of the Acts and Epistles, it is evident that the

early' Christiffi1s regarded Jesus in this ..oTa:/. To this extent, He may

say that Christ-ology vievlS certain historical events as possessing not

merely a special spiritual character but as disclosing the divine in

cursion into history itself.

In the light of this defip~tion of tChristology', the problem

vTith Hhich ..ve are to deal in this thesis can be stated simply. If

Christology depends, as it manifestly does, upon some reference to an

historical person, then it entails claDus vn1ich are capable of histori

cal verification. In other words, if, as the NeH Testament stipll1ates,

the life of Jesus is coincident ..dth the lives of other men, then the

events of Jesus' life should be capable of examination in the same uay

as the lives of other fi&,11res of the past have been examined. But this

in turn involves the theoretical risk that the methods of historical

science used by the biblical critic Hill find the historical evidence



for Christological assertions either to be inadequate or non=existent.

Several questions are asked, therefore, of the Christologian, and they

are admirably su~arized by the subject of OUl' discussion, Paul Tillich o

Does not the acceptance of the historical method for dealing
with the source docUlllents of the Christian faith introduce a
dangerous insecurity into the thought and life of the church
and of every individual Christian? Could not historical
research lead to a complete scepticism about the biblical
records? Is it not imaginable that historical criticism .
could come to the judgment that the man Jesus of Nazareth
never lived? Did not some scholars, though only a feH and
not very important ones, make just this statement? .Anel even
if such a statement can never be made with certainty, is it
not destructive for the Ch~istian faith if the non=existence
of JesuS can somehoioT b1 made probable, no matter hOH 10ioT the
degree of probability?

These questions are polemical and have their O\-ffi history 0 They

are the result of the aHakening of that highly problematical affair,

Ithe critical study of history', a standpoint Vlhich, begun in the eigh-

teenth century, demands that we make a critical distinction betVloen the

traditions of histor-j and the facts of history, behveen the picture

that has been handed. dOHn of an event and the reality of the event

itself 0 In von Ranke's "ord.s, the aim is to a.iscover ' how it actually

happened' (iwie es eigentlich gewosen ist l ), independent of what any or

all of the sources might say.2 Lord Acton tells how Leopold von Ranke

was himself launched on his career as a founder of the modern study of

history through noticing that Scott's picture of Le,·lis XI in Quentin

_______~~. L ~

l?yst,'§l.Il,a;t,:hq, Th~lQ.&I, Volume 'l\ro (London: James Nisbet and Co.,
1964) p .130. Hereafter cited as ST, 2.

2Ranke ,s celebrated phrase occurs in the Preface to his
Histor~.E..2Lthe ~at.ill...and..2.~l~api£Jlatio~.§.(1824), vlhich Fritz Stern
has translated and included in his TbB V~~ietie~ of Histo~: From
Volta:1:.r~Uo the Rr.eseni~ (Ne", York: Heridian Books Inc., 1956) pp.55-·58.
Stern points out that IRanke meant this novl famous phrase as a modest
self-d.enial, feeling that history ought no longer to play the role of
philosopher or judge; only later "Tas it taken as a boast, as if history
could in fact achieve this kind. of exactitude'. (Ib~£., p.16)



P}lTI?8xd was inconsistent '-lith the original in the Nemg.i.:res of Philippe

de Commynes.3 Such a contrast-was tYl)ical: no source, however revered,

could be accepted until its Ov1n story had been tested by all the tech-

niques of historical researcho

Today, the relationship between biblical criticism and Christ-

ology lies in an ambivalent and highly complex positiono There are

those who, while sceptical of the liberal Protestrolt attempt to 'recon-

struct the real Jesus by means of an objective historical method which

would at the same time prove Jesus' religious superiority and his

absoluteness 1 ,4. affirm nevertheless a continuity with the old liberal

quest for the historical Jesus. Thus Ho So Enslin maintains that

"uhile we cannot Hrite a biography, ",e can mow the man, can see him

engaged in a life-9~ld-death struggle, in the midst of real men,

enemies and friends alike •• • ,5

Another group of scholars, largely those directly or indirectly

influenced by Rudolph Bultmann, believes that, "lhile the liberal Protes-

tant approach ',las both naive and illegitimate, a neH quest is possible,

distinguished from the old both by its procedures and objectiveso So

Jrunes M. Robinson, though objecting to the original quest's application

-----------,---
3'The Study of History', L8c~~~:§s oll."l'!2.derp..Jii.stor;y: (London:

Hacmillan and Coo, 1930) p o19. Quoted by Do Eo Hineham, 'Some Reflec
tions on the Present Position "lith regard to the Jesus of History',
Historicity a!lcL9.konol~:h~.the..lIeH Testament (London:- S.P.C .K.
Theological Collections, No o 6, 1965) p.2

ltv. A. Harvey, fhe lIi~i2L"b~E-_2ECLth~~B.eliever (Ne"l York~
Macmillrol, 1966) p o l6B

5Tl~ ProP.h~t_fr~N§:~~ll (Nm'l York: McGraw-Hill, 1961)
P.14 Cf. Enslin's 'The Meaning of the Historical Jesus for Faith',
Jonrnalyf )1-ib).e and :B-eli,~, XXX, No.3, (JUly, 1962) pp.219-·233.
A continuity with the old quest of the historical Jesus is upheld
also by H~ D. Davies, 'A Quest to be ResLuned in Neu Testament Studies',
,9hristian 0r:.t&\J;l..E_~P.slJu£e..=h:l.1!-. (Philadelphia: The 1'lestminster Press,
i9b2l pp. 1-17. Davies prefers 'to advocate resumption of the old



4.

of positivistic histo'riography to the GospelS,6 still holds that 'a ne\-[

quest cannot take place .,rithout the use of the objective-philological,

comparative-religious, and social-historical research indispensable for

historicallDlowledge,.7

Although a detailed exposition of the present state of biblical

research into the problem of the historical Jesus is strictly outside

the limits of this paper, such contributions, however briefly they may

be described, raise an important issue. Hhatever the ne1..[ criteria of

biblical scholarship, a profound difficulty remains in separating com

S
pletely and successfully any n81<1 quest from the old; and to aclmo1'T-

ledge the ~llportance (even residual i~l~rt~nce) of the historical Jesus

quest on a new level, because the recovery of the intention of Jesus and
his understanding of existence••• is inseparable from the recovery of
what He did and said'. (Ibid., p(16)

6A-Ne~1~~es"\i~Q.f !J1e J~i.§."t.CL~:~£al_J..§J2ll.§. ("Studies in Biblical
Theology", XXV, IDnrlon: S.O.H. Press, 1959) pp.38-47. Robinson's
classification of nineteenth centm'Y historiography as 'positivistic'
has been questioned by D. E. H. '\.-1hiteley, Jou.r.n'll 9f .1h.~<2.10g.:!..£1l1.
S'~~l~tes, XIII, No.2 (October, 1962) po392. A more convincing and
elaborate arglliJent, though in essential agreement with Whiteley, is
presented by To Ao Roberts, 'Gospel Historicity: Some Philosophical
Observations', Reli&.~~~tg? ~udi.es, I, No. 1 (April 1966) pp o 185-202

7lli~l.. , p.97. An enlarged version of Robinson's original '-lork
appears in Gel'lJ1fu'1 ~ K~EX.@t!l.~J?llg.,.A~f5...t9..r.:.~_l.~ (Zurich; Zwingli
Verlag, 1960), but the additional material is found in 'The Formal
structure of Jesus' l/Iessage', Our.r}?}lJ~J.s..~E.~§...J)~L~~J:L!~tsnlell!!._J.~~~r
p..:t;etQ;.~tg.J2:~~~~?l??:.Y£. i:tl...U~A<?.l'_<?.J.._Q.1i0._A.._._.l'i:e.-e..:r. CHen York: Harper and ROil,
1962) pp.91.~llO. or. Robinson's 'The Recent Debate on the liNe"! Qu.estliT ,

T:q~.l.Q.12ID:.a~..0 :f.J2i1?:r-~...?l?E1Jiill.gt2~n., :xxx, No. 3 (July 1962) pp .198-208;
and his revievT of Enslin' s(' The..._Pr9..Qhe.:t.J:.:r.qr:'!l~agr..~ in r<22:u~~al._C2.f_§'~.
~.Jl~:.h;hgi9..11, XXX, No 0 1 J al11.J.ar:l 1962) pp. 46-L~8

8See V. 1'1.0 Harvey and S. No Ogden, 'Hol{ neloT is the nevr quest of
the Historical Jesus?' Th.~.Ji:istc2.JZi2.;;1-1..l.eslJ~~_~tll8.. I~e~?-tic.._qhri~t.:
ES.~~-.2l~~_~_h~.[e.lLCJ2:.!.e..st.~2.:f~t1J..e._ Hisi<2£:h£1!.-.~_.;L8.1?~l?.., trans. and ed. by O. E.
Braaten and R.A. Harrisville (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1964)
pp.197-242
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is to pose yet again the unsettled and crucial question of the degree

to \'lhich biblical criticism can affect Christology by examining the one

historical fact to 1,-Thich Christology is inextricably linked ~ the fact

of Jesus.

Paul Tillich stands \{ith those theologians, including Barth,

Gogarten and Bultmann, who seek to resolve the historical problem of

Christology by creatively reorientating theology away from its foun-

dation on the fact of Jesus. This intention, as D. Noody Smith correctly

remarks,

does not imply docetic leanings or an intentional diminution
of the i~portance of the earthly Jesus, but rather a refusal
to allo\-l Christology t0

9
be dominated by the changing results

of historical research.

For Tillich, the task evolves from a radical scepticism as to

the possibility' of reaching the historical Jesus at all by historical

methods.

This radical situation is the background for my O1m attempt
to anSVIer the systematic question hOl-1 VIe can say that Jesus
is the Christ if historical research CWl never reach a Slu~e

~nage of the historical Jesus. The second VOllW18 of my
~s..1~atA2..~Th~_9~~ is an attempt to draH out the consequen
ces for systematic theology created by this skeptical atti=
tude to the He"H Test1Uent generally and to the historical
Jesus in particular.

HOHever, before examining the radical nature of Tillich1s

assessment of the historical figure portrayed in tIle NeH Testament naxra-

tives, which the second volQme of his §yEt~natic~12~details, we

must be careful to avoid one grave misilllderstanding of Tillich1s position.

His attempt to move Christology a\my from the results of biblical criti-

o
71The Historical Jesus in Paul Tillich's Christologyl, The

J0V£nal..2i..ReJ-;,.=h&io,n, XLVI, No.1, Part II (January 1966) p.132

lOpe.:£fll3:2J.Jy:§.§...gn _19.iJL~,nd2Qt.tL9_€?~"X]£ot=eIl:t.@t J:}12_lYQ1t ,
ed. C. E. Braaten rNe", York: Harper and ROH, 1967) p o227. Hereafter
cited as ~J2..?_~tiy.§.§.
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cisn does not entail the asswnption that such criticism is 'irrelevant'

to Christolo g:y-" Thus, for example, 'He find Tillich aclrnmlledging that

the 'historical approach to biblical literature is Ol1e of the great

events in the history of Christianity ffild even of religion and hu~an

11cUlture.'

Eve~J historical resear.ch criticises its sources, separating
,,,hat has more probability from that '''hich has less or is
altogether i'i1probable. Nobody doubts the validity of this
method, since it is confiTIued continuously by its success;
and nobocly seriously protestsJf it destroys beautiful legends
and deeply rooted prejudices.

Indeed, Tillich goes further and adds that the subjection of

the biblical literature to this t~rpe of critical analysis is ffil eXlJres-

sion of Protestant courage, of which Protestantism can justry be

proud~13 B,vway of illustration, Tillich proceeds to define the

'relevance and influence of the critical historical approach in three

First, by giving an wlalysis of the three different semantic
levels of biblical literature. • .; second, by shoHing in
several steps the development of christological syniliols; and
finally, by providing a precise philological wld historical
understanding of the biblical literature ~~ Jnaans of the best
methods developed in all historical work.

The tln~ee 'semantic levels of biblical literature' are described

as 'the empirically historical, the legendal~J, and the mythological,.15

The extent to which each differs from the other is found, as David Kelsey

lIST 2: 124-'
12ST 2: 117--'
13ST 2: 121~-,
14sT, 2: 130

15'Ibid.
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suggests, 'in the extent to which historical fact-claims are made when

each is used,.16 This is a most helpful suggestion in eA~licating a

statement "Thich otheruise suffers from its brevity. If we accept

Kelsey's reading, it is evident that these three levels are enumerated

in a descending order of 'fact-cla~ns'. Within the 'empirically his-

torical' narratives, such a claim is essential; legends '.emphasizethe
. .

. 1 lot f ., 1 t·, 17 d yth d 'b dum.versa qua l y 0 par-GlCU ar s orles, an. m, s are escrl e

elsewhere as 'symbols of faith combined in stories about divine-hwuan

18encounters' •

Historical research has sh01m also h01v symbols develop, and to

this extent 'historical research has given systematic theology a tool

for dealing with the christological g,ymbols of the Bible,.19 First,

g,ymbols appear in a given religious culture and language; they are

then used both as an expression and self-interpretation of their own

existential situation; next, they are transfoTI~ed in their appropri-

ation by Ch1~istifu~s to interpret the original revelatory event of Christ;

and finally, they are distorted by popular superstition, supported by

theological literalism and supernaturalism. Thus, the process of hist-

orical biblical research can reveal Hhat .symbols are and h01v they are

used. It can help the theologiffil to 'demythologize' the biblical

Yale
16~19yic_9f]a1.lUi11=b.2.h!_~

University Press, 19(7) p.90

178T, 2: 175

(Ne\v Haven and London i

Harper and R01v, 1957) p.11-9.18J2y , .p F "th (N Y 1nanllCS O.L 'al _1 ew or c:
.-.t",_._._~..- ..... ~_ .._...~..

Hereafter cited as DF

19ST , 2: 1~5. Cf. 'Redemption in Comaic and Social History',
T1J.e ..iJjy!na12.f..1lelig,=1.<?.~.~J1ou2J.~~, III, No.3 (Autmnn..l":Tinter, 1946)
pp.17·.18



s.
texts, stripping the s:>1Jllbols of their literalistic connotations. 20

Tillich's positive evaluation of the historical approach to the

biblical records makes quite clear that his othervTise negative assess-

ment of the relevance of biblical criticism to Christology does not

move against historical study as such but rather at the injudicious

results attained by its exponents in the case of Jesus of Nazareth. It

is this negative appreciation of all attempts to arrive at a minimum of

reliable facts concerning Jesus vrhich provides the stimulus for Tillich's

christological reorientation a'Hay from biblical research. Our central

concern in this cha.pter is to exam:tne, therefore, the formation of

Tillich's sceptical position in the light of the failure of the quest

of the historical Jesus.

Til1ich has indicated that the radical character of his stand-

point is largel~r determined by 'Hhat GUnther Bornkarr>JIl has called the

'funeral oration,21 pronov~1ced on the so-called 'Lives of Jesus' by

Albert Sch'Heitzer in his famous book, ~?~~st 2f the Histori2a~ J~.22

Thus Ti11ich, in essential agreement with Schweitzer, writes on the 'quest':

---~=~-----_.._.---~-~-----------~----~------
20Ibid • The christological 5ymbols Son of David, Son of }Uu1,

Heavenly Man;11essiah, Son of God, Kyrios, and Logos are cited by
Til1ich as exemplifJ-ing and corroborating the validity of the historical
analysis of symbol. ST, 2: 125-130

21Jesus of Nazaretl'!" trans. 1. and F. McLuskey, '\-1ith J. H. Robin-
son (umdon: Hodder and Stoughton, 1960) p.13

221'A~~ ,,02:1est~~ the JIist~.r:i..c.a.:L';[§'su.§., trans. 1-1. A. Hontgomery
(London: A. &. C. Black Ltd., 1922). Tillich mentions this 'l,lOrk in 2;'he
Inte.rRreta.:l:;ion 2ll}s~9.rr, trans. N. Rasetzld and E. Talmey (NeH York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936) p.33o Hereafter cited as Interpret~tio~.
In the same Hork, Tillich also acknoHledges his debt to Troeltsch,
Hellhausen, Gunkel and the so-called ReliEionsg~schl-..chtlichel'ie:thos'te
as contributing to his radical historical position. (fbid-:-r-See
Per..I?Il~ti-~, pp.226-229



The attempt 'Has courageous, noble and extremely significant in
many respects.. Its theological consequences are nwnerous and
rather iml~rtant.. But, seen in the light of its basic intention,
the a-t;l;empt of historical criticism to fincl the empirical truth
about Jesus of Nazareth was a failure. The historical Jesus,
namely, the Jesus behind the symbols of his reception as the
Christ, not only did not appear but receded farther and farther
"lith every ne"T step.. The history of the attempts to write a
Ilife of Jesus', elaborated by Albert Schweitzer in his 2,rly
Hork, ~est_Q.!i?lJ.e IJJ-stor:i.;.caJ. Je~, is still valid. -,

Schweitzer, in his famous histor~ of the attempts bet,~een 1778

and 1901 to reach \{hat Jesus had actually said and done, had castigated

particularly those liberal Protestant scholars ,,,,ho had maintained that

access to the historical Jesus could be reached by purifying the bibli-

cal narratives of their eschatological and ap:>calyptic undertones. Yet,

as Schtwitzer '-TaS quick to point out, the Jesus Hho emerged Has a

modernization, reflecting the respective rationalist, socialist or

romantic presuppositions of each individual historian. The multiplicity

and variety of these pictures of Jesus confi~ued SchHeitzer in his sus-

picion that no single picture 'Has accurate. He concluded:

There is nothing luore negative than the result of the critical
study of the life of Jesus. The Jesus of Nazareth 1o1ho came
fon.;rard publicly as the Messiah, 1:Tho preached the ethic of the
Kingdom of God, Hho founded the Kingdom of Heaven upOn earth,
and died to give this work its final consecration, never had
any existenceo He is the figure desigp.ecl by rationalisation,
endol-reel with life by libera~~sm, and clothed by modern theo
logy in 8..-'11 hi storical garb.

Tillich admits that even if we reject Schweitzer's own interpret-

ation of Jesus, He must confess that SchHeitzer's history shovTs that iHe

are in a position where 'He cannot knO'H very much about the historical

Jesus,~25and thollgh Tillich recognises that the constructive-conjec-

---------_._-_._--
23ST , 2: 117-118

24schHeitzer, Q.l?2.....c;2.~.. , po396

25p '-' 227
_<::..rsr?,~~=l:y.e~9., po ~-
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tural attempt of historical research to discover the facts of Jesus

behind the gospel records was motivated by religious as well as scien-

titie desires, he, like SehHeitzer before hi111, attacks the intrusion of

the historian's m~ 'religious or philosophical convictions or preju

dices,26 in his search for the empirical truth about Jesus.

There is only one methodological procedure, and that is to
look at the subject matter and not at one's own looking at
the subject matter. ActuaD.y, such looking is determined
by many psychological, sociological, and historical factors.
These aspects must be neglected intentionally by everyone
who approaches a fact objectively.27

In view of this failure of the 'quest of the historical Jesus',

Tillich tells us that some theologians, like Wilhelm Herrmann, 'tried to

penetrate into the imler life of Jesus, into his rel~tion to God, man

and himself. ,28 This position is rejected by Tillich, for such conclu-

sions can only be dra~m from expressions of Jesus' personality which are

~lways questionable,.29 Si~1larly, Tillich rejects all attempts to

reduce the historical Jesus to a picture of 'essentials', to develop a

Gestalt 'while leaving the particulars open to doubt • •• '

--- -------~---
26ST 2: 120_.'
27~.

28ST , 2: 14-]. See W. He:rrmann, Faith and Horals, trans. D.
Matheson and R. St01vart (London: Willian~0?;ga:'Ge;-i904) p.2)6.
Cf. Daniel L. Deegan, 'The Theology of Vlilhelm Herrmann: A Reassess~

ment l , Th.£",Jou:rna121 Reli,gion, XI,V, No.2 (April 1965) pp.87-99

29ST , 2: fly)
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But this is not a way out. Historical research cannot paint
an essential picture after all the particular traits have
been elj.minated because they 8.l'e questions.ble. It remains
dependent on the particulars. 3D

This methodological napasse, Tillich continues, has led others

to confine tllemselves only to the Iwords of Jesus'. Since few of these

words refer directly to Jesus, they can be separated from the biograph=

ical contento Tillioh says that usually 'the words of Jesus I were

treated either 'as general rules of hmnan behaviour,31 (thereby bejng

refined interpretB.tions of natural le:t-l or insights into 1118.n' s nature),

or they are made Iconcrete demands,.32 But for Ti11ich, the first

attempt 'reduces Jesus to the level of the Old Testament and implicitly

denies his claim to have overcome the Old Testament ~ontexU,33 'Vl"hereas

the second attempt, closely connected with Bultmann's "101"1<:,34
though

TrlOrS profound than the first through emphasizing the message that the

Kingdom of God is lat hand' (and so demanding decision for or against

the Kingdom), nevertheless still does not jndic~te how the requirement

of deciding for the Kingdom can be ful.filled.

The situation of having to decide remains one of being under
the law. It does not transcend the Old Testament situation,
the situation of the quest for the Christ. 35

---_.---------------

trans.
York:

30ST , 2: 119

31sT , 2: 122

32Ib:1~.

33Ibid•

3l.fSee particularly, JesE.~ (Ttibingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1926); Eng.
L. P. Smith and E. H. La.ntero, Jesus and the Word p 2nd ed. (New
Charles Scribnerts Sons, 1958)-~-

35sT, 2: 122
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Although Tillich's criticisms of these theological attenwts

from Herrmann to Bultmann to overcome the dangers attenda~t upon the

construction of a 'Life of Jesus' are important addenda for an overall

picture of Tillich's position, it is still evident that his ovm radical

assessment of the relevance of biblical criticism to Christology stems

principally from his reaction to liberal Protestant theology. As he

explains, his vievrpoint

pertains only to liberal dogmatics, not to the historica.l
accomplishments of the liberal theologj.ans. 36

This is extremely important. It. makes quite clear that the

brm1t of Tillich's criticism is not directed against historical method-

ology as such but r~ther at the incursion of the historian's 01~ philo-

sophical or historical prejudices when trying to discover the facts

about Jesus. In many way~, Tillich's protest is against the lack, not

the pY'esence, of an objective method. Too often, the composers of the

liberal 'Lives of Jesus' '\-Tere motivated by the subjective desire to see

Jesus as the epitome of Victorian manners, eminently respectable and

unmysterious, and, in consequence, totally inadequate to account for

the faith in Christ.

Perhaps Tillich's attitude to liberal Protestantism can be seen

best by notj.ng the impact of the work of Rudolf Bultmann upon him, for

despite his criticism of BUltmann,37 Tillich does designate his purpose

as 'demythologising' (in the sense that it is a necessary fight 'against

36
1 t t ' . 33n ergce a~J.on, p.

37See above, p.11
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the literalistic dj.stortion of symbols and myths ,3 ), and does attach .

hi'mself to the critical '~Jing of the ~:.logie.s:le!, Krise, of which Bult

mann is the greatest representative. 39 But most significant of all,

Tillich cites Bultn~nn's Die Gesch~chte_der_~iscl~~g40as

being determinative in the formation of his insights into the character

of the biblic8.1 narratives. 41

It may be suggested that Bultmann demonstrated that it was the

actual historical accomplishments of the liberal movement which valid-

ated Tillich! s negatj.ve attitude toHards liberal dogmatics, for Bultmann

indicated how the liberal Protestant evaluation of Jesus 'as he actually

was' al101,red the methodological procedures, of historical analysis to

judge dogmatic presuppositions. In a classic Hay, Bultrnann's famous

work on the synoptic tradition illustrated hm-1 the liberal picture of

Jesus was superceded within liberalism itself. Since this ivork appeared

--~-----~--~-

38sT, 2: 176 • Although in substantial agreement inth Bultmann ' s
programme (see 'per?...~ctj_ve~, pp. 227··228), Tillich rejects Bultmann' s con
ception of myth. He \-Irites: 'Hyth is more than a primative 1w:rld-viE.H\'
idth wM.ch Bultmann equates it; it is the necessary and adequate express
ion of revelation. In this I ag:cee Hith Barth, who fOl' some questionable
terminological reason calls it "Sage" (Saga).' 'The Present Theological
Situation in the Light of the Continental European Development', Theolog,y
.Toda;y, VI, Ho. 3 (October 191~9) p.306. Cf. R. H. Ayers, '"Nyth11 in
Theological Discourse: A Profusion of Confusion', Ang"lican.. Tht;:2.1og~al
~, XLVIII, No. 2 (April 1966) pp.200=211

39See 'The Nature and the Significance of ExistEmtialist Thought',
~o:£nal_of~~,LIll, No. 23 (November 1956) pp.739-748

40Di~_ G~1-cht.e c~t:i.sc~n Tr~9j.t:j.m! (Gl)ttingen: Vanden~
hoeck und Ruprecht, 1921). Eng. trans. John Harsh, 1h.~....1i2~th.~
~i2-~}l (Oxford: Basil Blacbiell, 1963)

41Inter~~ation, p.33
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before Bultmann' s acquaintance vrlth either 'dialectj.cal' theology or

Hartin Heidegger, it is generally recognized as emanating from vr.i.-thin the

libel'al tradition itself. 'Rightly so,, comments 1valter Schmithals, 'in

so far as Bultmann makes a historical critical investiga.tion of the Jesus

tradition without any dogmatic prejudices. Wrongly so, jn that this book

destroys any possibility of writing a "Life of Jesus ll , the beginning and

the end of liberal theology.42

It is the second aspect of Bultmann's Hork, which Schmithals

mentions, that had the most innnediate effect upon Tillich, for Bultmann's

approach dismissed finally the possibility of getting back to the histor-

ical Jesus, a fact which is indicated by the character of the biblical

sources itself. Liberal theology had structured its accotmt of Jesus's

personaljxy upon St. Mark's Gospel, thought to be both the oJnest of the

Gospels and historically reliable. Bultmann, using the 'form-critical'

method, started iiLth the supposition that the Synoptic Gospels are all

collections of small individual units, originally transmitted orally.

The significance of this approach j.s not, as Bultmann states explicitly,

that it identifies 'the individual units of the tradition according to

their characteristics - aesthetic or otherwise' ,43 but that it recognizes

that

the literature in which the life of a given community, and
therefore also the prinlative Christian community, has taken
shape, arises from quite definite needs and from expressions
of the life of this cOlllllunity. The result is a quite 44
defi.nite style and quite speci.fic forms and categories.

----------
42An Introduction tot~f Rudolf Bultmann, trans.

J. Bowden TLond~ P-..cess, 19b8) p.l98'-·---~·--

4311:e His!-.2~~~.c Tradition, p.4

lWrbid"



The discovery of the originally individual and pericopic compos-

ition of the sJ~optic gospels terrdnated the liberal 'Life of Jesus' move-

mentl To admit that the synoptic account was constructed of individual

traditions, inserted, moreover, into a gospel framework designed for

that purpose at a later stage, sinmltaneously destroyed the liberal theo-

logical basis of the Harcan 'framew'ork', \'Thich was thought to belong not

simply to the earliest stage of the tradition, but to the 'literary'

tradition emanating from the pen of the evangelist himself. No longer

could the 'personality' of Jesus be exposed within a frame~'lOrk i-1hich now

could lay no claim to ultimate historical reliability. The Gospels are

not to be read as simple biographical outlines since behind the framework

of each gospel lies the collective consciousness of the primative Chris...

tian c01nmLmity, determined as it w'as by the practices, concerns and apol-

ogetic needs entailed in that community's situation. st. Mark's Gospel,

far from being an historical document, is in fact GeIrleindethe~logie.45

In this i-ray, Bultmann was radically critical of the old liberal

quest for the historical Jesus.

Insofar as the old quest sought • • • to reconstruct a pic
ture of the life and personality of the historical Jesus,
and in that way to provide historica~ legit~nation for the
existential decision of faith, Bultmann completely rejects
that quest. In his view, such an effort is historically
impossible and theologically illegitimate. The kn01vledge
available to us through responsible critical analysis of
the Synoptic Gospels s~l~ly is insufficient for the recon~

45Cf• H. Anderson, Jesus and Christian OriE;ins (New York: Ox~
ford University Press, 1964) p.J1 =-~
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struction ofL~ picture of Jesus' character and inner
development. 16

This conclusion is Til1ich's also. Bu1tmann's stress on the

'interpretative' character of the biblical narratives could only lead

Tillich to assert that :tf Jesus said 'I:mrl the truth', this truth may

indeed be indistu1guishable apart from the historical event of Jesus,

but it could not be discovered by a methodological approach. Biblical

crjticism as exemplified by Bultmann, had shown above all the impossi-

bility of moving out of one's concrete historical situation into the

situation in which one can meet the 'historical Jesus,.47

For Tillich there is no possibility of getting behind the
kerygmatic Jesus Christ, that is, the Jesus as he was
received and interpreted and preached by' the believing
disciples as the Christ of God. It is inaccurate to
speak of the!hj.storical JGSUS' if He me8.11 by that term
thG life of a person who stands bGhind the Gospels a.nd
can be e~~acted from those witnesses by historical
1'esearoh. 40 .

This is a just appraisal of Tillich's position as we have attemp-

ted to describe it in this chapter. The failure of the liberal 'Lives

of Jesus' and the abandonment of the quest of the historical Jesus -

these are the legacies that Tillich inherited, and they determine his

ovm negative assessment of the attempt made by historical research to

-------_._.----_."~~----- --~--_._-_._.-. -----~--

46Schubert H. Ogden, 'Bultmann and the "NeN Quest ltt , The Journal
.£f Bible ~~_.B.eligion, XXX, No.3 (J'uly 1962) p.210. Cf. G. E. "Ladd,
'The Role of Jesus in Bultmann's Theology', £££ll~~~of}'heol~,
XVIII, No. 1 (March 1965) pp.57-68

lj'7Cf. 'Realism and Faith', The Prot.estant Era (London: James
Nisbet and Co., 1951) pp.81-82; trans: from the=voJ~une of Tillich's
collected H:dtings, Reb.p'il)se VC1'ldcklichunn' (Berlin:, F'urche-Verlag,1929) _1;1.:_~_~ = -

48James C. Livingston, I TiJ_1icht s Christology and Historical
Research', Paul T:ilJic1l.:-_~~~£~c:!.Eut1..l~(Nashville and NeH York:
Abingdon Press, 19bb) p,h3. Repr:1.nted from Heli,g2~~ (Hinter 1966)



fnld the Jesus of history. Despite the various criticisms levelled

against Schweitzer and Bultmann, the methodological situation which

t.hey outlined has not changed. The result 9f the critical biblical

approach is, Tillich concludes,

not a picture of the so~called historical Jesus but the
insight that there is no picture behind the biblical one
which could be made scientifically pr·obablo. 49

We must now' turn to the implementation of thisfins:i;ght t in

Tillichts own constructive attempt to move Christology away from the

scepticism of historical research.

17.



CHAPTER II

JESUS AS THE CHRIST: BIBLICAL CRITICISM AND FArm

For our future discussions, the most important conclus}on that

Tillich comes to from his S1.U'vey of the ill~fated search for the hist-

orical Jesus is that the failure of this attempt would have been more

easily recognised if it had not been 'for the semantic confusion about

the meaning of the term "historical Jesus"'. 1 As i-re have seen already,

the term 'historic8.1 Jesus' more commonly denotes the results of the

histo:t'ian's research into the character and life of him vIDO stands

b~hind the Gospel reports. However, 'historical Jesus' designates also

the factual element iiithin, what Tillich calls, the event 'Jesus as the

Christ' •2 As J. Heyt-mod Thomas explains, this is

simply a shorthand expression for the assertion that there
is a fact of which this event is the name B.nd interpret~

ation,,3

The semantic distinction which Tillich has made w1.thin the term

'historical Jesus' can be seen, therefore, to revolve around two e10=

ments: first, the historical evidence about Jesus which is the outcome

of histod.cal research; and second, the factual character of the event

'Jesus as the Christ'" Significantly, the term 'historical Jesus' in

this second sense 'raises the question of faith and not the question of

1ST , 2: 123

2!bi.cl.

3Pau.~h: An...!p.Era~al (London: SCl1 Press p 1963) p.81

18
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historical research l •
4 Sinne, therefore, the phrase IJesus as the

Christl appears to detennine Tillichls discussion on the relevrolce of

biblical criticism to Christology, He must nOH concern ourselves Hith a

detailed analysis of its meaning. In a very real sense, it marks the

beginning of Tillichls attempt to steer C~~istology away from the fruit-

less avenues of the quest of the historical Jesus. Consequently, in

Tillich Is thought, it is not merely a central p~~ase but a transitional

one, moving mvay from the t;ype of historical endeavours vlhich 1.re

described in the previous chapter.

I. ~as the~.

The centrality of the statement 'Jesus as the Christl is indi

cated in the opening '·Tords of the chapter 1The Reality of the Christ I .5

Christirou.ty is 'l:That it is through the affirmation that Jesus
of Nazareth, Hho has been called "the Christll , is actually
the Christ , namely he \<Tho brings the nevI state of things, the
New Being. Wherever the assertion that Jesus is the Christ
is maintained, there is the Christian message; 'Hherever this
assertion is denied, the Christian message is not affirmed.
Christianity '\:Tas born, not 'Hith the birth of the man 'I:1ho is
called IJesus l , but in the moment in 'Hhich one of his folIO-Hers
vTaS driven to say to him, IlThou art the Christl!. And Christ
ianity will live as long as there are people who repeat tQis
asser~lon. For the event on 'l:Thich Christianity is based has
tvlO sides: the fact Hhich is called IlJesus of Nazareth!! and th6reception of this fact by those vnlo received him as the Christ.

The Christian message is therefore equatec1 '\-lith the assertion

that IJesus is the Christl. The strrolge structv~e of this phrase is

intentional in that it rejects all liturgical and hOlnilectic use of

-------_._----- ._-------
4sT, 2: 123

5ST , 2: 112-135

6ST, 2: 113
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'Jesus Christ' as a proper name. This form is discarded. since it tends .

to unite two elements which are in fact distinct; namely, 'Jesus as the

Chl'ist is both an historical fact and a subject of believing r~ception.'7

Tillich has begml, therefore, vnth the prjnciple that there are

two elements within the event 'Jesus as the Christ'. The first concerns

a fact which has l1appened, the second points to Jesus' reception as the f

Christ.

The receptive side of the Christian event is as important as
the factual side. And only their unity creates the event
upon which Christianity is based. 8

As early as 1911, Tillich insisted on the radical implementation

of this dichotoruw. He tells us that, in a set of propositions presented

to a group of theological f~tBnds,

I asked h01>1 Christian doctl'ine might be understood if the
non-existence of the historical Jesus vJaS to become histo
rically probable, and then attempted to ans'wer my own
question. 9

This vIas clearly no youthful enterprise since in 1936 Tillich

continued to insist 'on raising this question l'adically rather than

falling back on the kind of compromises that I encountered then.' He

continues:

----~==-=---

7Ibid..

8ST , 2: 114. This insistence paves the way for the answer to
the question 'Would the destruction of mankind be a refutation of the
Christian message?' Tillich answers that 'Jesus as the Christ is relat
ed to that historical development of which he is the centre • • • It
begins the moment human beings start realizing their existential est
rangement and ra.ise the question of the NevT Being .'. • the end is the
moment in which the continuity of that history in 'Hhich Jesus as the
Christ is the centre is definitely broken.' (Ibid., p.116)

9InterEretation, p.33
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The fOlmdation of Christian belief is the biblical picture
of Christ, not the historical Jesus. The criterion of
human thought and action is the picture of Christ as it is
rooted in ecclesiastical belief and human experience, not
the shifting and artificial construct 01 historical research. lO

What we have here is a clear methodological distinction between

the fact and the interpretation, the former identified with 'Jesus', the

latter with 'the Christ'. The foundation of the Christian faith certain

11
ly is 'a believing confession vis-a-vis a fact', but more specifically

it is 'the Christl who provides this fOlilldation.

However, before passing to an examination of Tillichls reasons

why this location of the foundation of faith upon 'the Christ' should

enable him to dismiss the investigations made by historical research

into the historical Jesus, lie must examine individually the two elements

which are said to embody the event IJesus as the Christl. We turn first

lOIbid., pp.33~34. Undoubtedly, Tillich reflects here the res
earches done-by his teacher, M~rtin K&hler, who similarly distinguished
between the historische Jesus ~the so-called focus of historical-critical
research) anTti1e"~~~t~J£hyt._bib1:i;,scheQhristJl§. (the content of the
kerygma and the object of faith. K~ler himself frequently replaced
~2hi£llii~~with the phrase ..12iE.l=hE?c.hes ]ill (biblical picture)
which is used consistently by Til1ich to separate the Jesus of critical
research and the Christ of faith. See Martin ~dhler, The So-called His
torical Jesus and the Historic Biblical Christ, trans. a~d ~~-
Braaten {Philadelphia;-=iortreSSPre;;, ""1964')== In the Form'lord to this
work, Tillich writes: II do believe that one emphasis in K~hlerls

answer is decisive for our present situation, namely, the necessity to
make the certainty of faith independent of the unavoidable incertitudes
of historical research.' (Ibi.d., p.xii). See also pers~, pp.213
215. Ct. Daniel L. Deegan, INartin Klihler: IKerygma and Gospel History' ,
SC(~:t!.~.?-~UEll~l..2f Theo!Q~, XVI, No.1 (Iliarch 1963) pp.50-67; and
C.E. Braaten, IMartin K~hler on the Historic, Biblical Christ', The
llilitC?!:i.£~E?~~=a1l1 (~~ I\e2;z~~tic Q.h~kt.1.,~L~ on the N~"\~ qy.est of
~~e_Histor~~a1 Jes~ ed. Braaten ffild Harrisville), pp. 79-105

11
J. H. Thomas, .2]:!. ~ll., p. 78
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to the tfact I •

One serious mistmderstanding of the factual side of the. event

tJ-esus as the Christ I must be avoided. This is pinpointed by l"faria

Sulzbach, not in her illuraination but in'her implementation of the mis-

understanding. She writes:

In his §;}~§.tematic .Tp~Jf~l;'\z., he (Tillich) distinguishes bet,.feell
fact and interpretation. Though ,Tesus is the historical fact
on uD.ich all interpretation of the Christian faith is based,
it is of no major importance. Not Jesus, but the Christ as
the interpretation of the 'f12t ' , is the cornerstone of all
Christian thought and faith.

Sulzbachls co~~ent that it is the interpretation (the Christ) of

the fact (Jesus) which is the foundation lof all Christian thought and

faith' is correct. So much is clear from Tillichl s opeJ:1.ing statement

that it "TaS the Caesar-ea Ph..i..lippi confession, not the birth of Jesus,

which saw the begin.ning of Christian.i..ty .13 Sulzbach I S mistake is to

decluce from this the apparently parallel contention that the historical

fact of Jesu.s is of Ino major importance t •

_Un -In fact, Tillich' S propo sition that the foundation of Christian

faith in IJesus as the Christ' contains very positive statements about

the_ facticity of the historical side of the Christian n18ssage. Indeed,

his stress on the factual element is, in part, designed to cotU1ter, or

at least mitigate, ffiJy en&~ng attack upon his separation between fact

and interpretation. The essential element of the historical reality of

12''].'he Place of Christology in ContemporaY'J Protestantism I ,
R~ligion in Life, XXIII, No.2 (Spring, 1954) p.21l

13See above, p.19
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Jesus of Nazareth is maintained throughout: 'Jesus as the Christ' is

both an historical fact and a subject of believing rece¥cion. In an

early formative essay, Tillich explicitly states that 'the Incarnation

14is an historical event, and occurs only once in time and space' ; and

in the same work he rejects the suggestion that the biblical picture of

the Christ is the product merely of man's imagination:

I may express the hope that one false view is excluded by
everything I have tried to say: namely, the mistake of
SupposLng that the picture of the New Being in Jesus as
the Christ )r'S the creation of existentialist thought or
experience. 5

Consequently, A. T. Mollegen can state that the first principle of

Tillich's Christological position is that

the Incarnation happened. Put bluntly, the Incarnational
events \l7ere photographable. A sound-recording cinema
tograph could have captured the physical

1
gctions and words

of a human individual iiho is the Christ.

Tillich's insistence on the 'Jesus' element in 'Jesus as the

Christ' proceeds also on ttheological' grounds.

If theology ignores the fact to vnlich the name of Jesus of
Nazareth points, it ignores the basic Christian assertion
that Essential God·»Nanhood has appeared l.nthin existence
and subjected itself to the conditions of existence vnthout
being conquered by them. If there were no personal life
in which existential estrangement had been overcome, the
New Being would have remained a quest and an expectation
and would not be a reality in time and space. Only if
existence is conquered in one point - a personal life,
representing existence as awhole - is it conquered in

--------~----------~--~~~~------

14'A Reinterpretation of the Doctrine of the Incarnation' ,
Church Qu1!:.!terl:¥Y2.vi81·~, CXLVII, No.1 (January-Harch, 19L~9) p.145

15l£id.

16'Chris-cology and Biblical Criticism in Tillich' , 1h~ Theol0&;r
of Paul Tillich, edt C. W. Kegley and R. W. Bretall (New York: Macmillan,
1964r-p. 231-
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princ:i.ple, 1Vhich means II in beginning and in pOifer". f'his
is the reason that ChrisU.8.n theology must insist 011 the
actual fact to vrhich the name Jesus of Nazareth refers. 1?

From what Tillich has said, it becomes clear that he has a real

sense of both the factual and human character of the person to which the

name fJesus' points. Thus,~for exmnple, stories such as those dealing

with Jesus' birth in Bethlehem, his flight to Egypt, the early threat

to his life by the political powers, his agony at Gethsemane, all·

confirm that the picture of the Christ in the Gospels is of a personal

18life, subject to existence, in which the New Being has appeared.

Indeed, if there were not this emphasis upon the facticity of the man

who was the Christ, it would be very hard to see why· Tillich strenuously

shuns docetis11l19 (of Hhich, hmvever, Sulzbach accuses him20 ), and why

he seeks to maintain the Chalcedonian balance of humanity and deity

within 'Jesus 8.S the Christ'; for, though the doctrine of the b·lO

natures used the f'(~:rong conceptual tools', it raised fthe right

question,.21

Any diminution of the human nature Hould deprive the Christ of
M.s tota.l participation in the conditions of existence. And any
duninution of the divine nature would deprive the Christ of his
total victory over existential estre.ngement. In both c8.ses, he
could not have created the N81v Beu1g. His being would have been
less than the Hew Being. 22

17ST, 2: 113-114

18see ST, 2: 183

19see ST 2: 114
~-'

20Sul zbach, ~'f p.212
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In conclusion, therefore, contra Sulzbach, we can only applaud

R. E. CushmaJ.l i.rhen he urites ;

. Tillich intends to take the historic fact seriously. He do
not have to deal i·lith '~~e Christ' but i-Jith 'Jesus M the
Christ', it would seem.

III. 1'he Interpretative JI:J-emel1t of i.~.i..'Jesus as.J2.he Christ'.

In view' of the discussion of the factual side of 'Jesus as the

Christ', the first thing that must be said about the interpretative side,

the 'biblical picture of the Christ', is that it is not intendect to

replace the earthly Jesus. Although, as ive shall see shortly, the NeVI

Testament narrative of the ministry is indispensable, nevertheless, the

KerygLlla, as the procl8l.1J.ation of the crucifixion and resurrection, i'Tould

not of itself provide the criteria for overcolning existential estrange-

mente Existential ambiguity can only be overcome in the earthly exist-

ence of the personal life of hin who is the bearer of the Nffil Being.

Jesus as the Christ is indeed the crucified a..nd risen, but 'in both

cases something happened Hithin existence. OtherHise the Christ "muld

not have entered existence and could not have conquered it!.24

23'The Christology of Paul Tillich', ~~~~t~~~.2£_Chr.:t?tiaE:.
llJ2.l5g1x~~,_~~12~ie."J-.P::.Ji~}}9_L~£._Ro12.~:r..~..)pVl!X.~!l~1l<2.1ll1., ed. R. E. Cushman and
E. Grislis \Ne"l.·! York: Harper and Roi-!, 1965) pp.174-175

24g , 2: 177. This position is similar to Bultmann's. Bultmann,
in concentrating on the plu~e 'thatness' (Dass) of Jesus, and not specific
characteristics (;1ie aJ.ld Has) has been accused of being unable to deter
mine anything of the Jesus of histoI"J. Cf. ],·f. S. Enslin's fhe, I'.~oph!:.i

t-':r;:op li~~sretJl, p.5. In fact, Bultmann does make virtually certain judg
ments about the mai:o. events and features of Jesus' ministry ancI life. Cf.
;I§§.Th<L.?-J'YlJ!h~HC?rd, pp .16-26, 28ff, 61ff, 173. Bultmarm, also like
Tillich, stresses the necessity of the Cross as the central historical
fact, attesting to Jesus' earthly exi stence • Cf ~ !\eq€,lr!Q,...§!pdlt~1hl.-!
TI1..~.o..:l£E.:1:g.1bl"p"eb~, ec1. H. 1...f. Bartsch aJ.ld traJ.ls. R. H. Fuller (London:
S.P.C.K., 1957) Vol 1, pp.37ff, 4lff, 115, l]~ff. For Bu1tmann's
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The indispensability of the biblical narrative is, hovfever, rnD.in~

tained in the follolving way. The Incarnation entails an event, the

historical occurrence _oS which could have been photographed. This much

..m have seen in our discussion of the factual side of the Christ-event.

But no such photograph exists; all we haye is a portrait, the 'biblical

picture of Jesus as the Christ', in which Jesus is regarded as the

Christ, the Son of God, the Logos. The 8.cceptance and reception of

Jesus as the Christ resulted j-n the collection of data about him, in

which both the activity of the Jewish expectation of the Messiah and of

receiving faith are manifest. Consequently, the picture we have before

us of Jesus is one presenting Jesus as the Christ. 'Jesus as the Christ'

is the assertion of faith, and this is the only picture we have of him.

In this respect, the relation of fact to j-nterpretation is as follmvs:

The Christian fact is not formally disnussed. Interpretation
must be interpretation of some actual fact else it is not
valid intel'pretation but illusion. Yet, f'tU1ctionally speaking,
lithe Christ" (the jnterpretation) becomes the foundation of
Christian thought and devotion. 25

From this, important conclusions folloH, First, it j.llustrates

that Ti11ioh's Christology revolves both ,around the fact of Jesus and tlte

NeH Testament as the original and basic document wherein appears the

picture of 'Jesus as the Christ t , All other sources, fronl the Apostolic

Fathers to modern theologians I depend upon thj.s testimony.

---~-,----- --------
understanding of the Cross, see Joseph C. Heber, tJesus and the Kerygma
in the IJight of t.he Law and Gospel in Bultman..l1' s Theology', Dial~, III,
No.3, (Autuman 1964) pp.291-293

2~. C. Johnson, 'The Jesus of History and the Christian Faith' ,
~.9.&L1'£d~Y:, X, No.2, (July 1953) p.174
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In itself the NeH Testament is an integral part of the event
which it docmuents. The New Testament represents the recep
tive side of that event and provides, as such, a witness to
the faotual side. If this is true, one can say that the New
Testament as a whole is the basi~6docmnent of the event upon
which the Christian faith rests.

Second, it provides Tillich with the occasion to state that,

despite the tmdoubted complexities of New Testament study, there is an

underlying \mity ..r.ithi.'l'1 all the books: all unite in the assertion that

'Jesus is the Christ'. For this reason, against the so-called liberal

___ theology, Tillich believes that there is no significant difference

between the message of Christ given in the Gospels and Epistles. What

differemce there is betw-een the Synoptic account and the remainder of

the New Testament (including the Gospel of John) lie!:} in the former

giving 'the picture on which the assertion that Jesus is the Christ is

based, while the latter give the elaboration of this assertion and its

implications for Christian thought and life. ,27 But this distinction

is not exclusive, for it is one of emphasis not substance. Thus':

The New Testament vr.itness is unanimous in its lvitness to Jesus
_ D.S the Chri~k This witness is the foundation of the Christ
ian church.

Third, it shows ~rl1Y Christ is not merely 'the head of the

Church,29 but also why Christ and his church are 'necessarily inter~

30dependent' ; for luthout the believing reception of Jesus as the Christ,

26ST 2: 134-135.........,
27ST 2: 135--'
28.rbi~.

29sT 2: 114~,

30Ibid.

.1
I
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Jesus could not have been the Christ 'even if he had claimed to be the

Christ. ,31 In this "ray, it is the indissoluble unity of the t1ITO elements,

fact and interpretation, upon which Christianity is based.

But fourth and finally, the functional emphasis upon the inter-

pretative side of 'Jesus as the Christ', and the convergence of the

aforementioned three points evolving from that emphasis, provide us with

the first major argument which Tillich presents to resolve the'question

of the relevance of bD)lical criticism to Christology. Christology is

not based on determinable empirical facts, for the New Testament ~Titers

1'18re not interested in reporting merely factual data; this, indeed, 'VTaS

a seconda.ry concern. They "'(-T8re interested only in transmitting a relig-

iously significant picture of Jesus.

The original picture which existed from the beginning was of
a nundnous and interpreted character, and it was this which
proved to have the pov18r to conquer existence. 32

In other words, biblical cl'iticism cannot effectually undermine

Christology because the empirical truth of Jesus cannot be distinguished

apart from the faithful appropriation of that fact, in which the recip-

ient is quite as important as the fact itself.

Tillich fully endorses this understanding of his position.

First, it realizes the implications of the bvo-fold semantic distinction

i'lhich Tillich made Ivithin the term 'historical Jesus,)3 If the factual

character of the event 'Jesus 8.S the Christ' is pres ented only \\Iithin a

situation of faith (Which 'Jesus as the Christl constitutes), then in

----------------~--------------

321Reinterpretation of the Doctrine of the Incarnation', Church
Quarterl:¥" Review, p.145

3JSee above, p.18
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this sense the question of faith is raised and not of biblical critici$m.

Second, the .coincidence of fact and faith within the biblical picture

precludes historical research from finding the 'historical Jesus' because

in order to do this research it would have to separate two elements

which are, hoymver, inseparable, namely, the factual from the receiving

side of the event 'Jesus as the Christ'. For this reason, the, failure

of the 'quest' is not a matter of the prelimjJlary shortcomings of bibli-

cal research (which could, perhaps, be rectified at a later date) but is

!c~.used by the nature of the sources itself,)4 Third, the essent:tally

interpretative character of the biblical narratives does not imply the

dissolution of the factual historical element of the gospels, for 'if

the factual element in the Christian event >'rere denied J the foundation

of Christianity would be denied. ,35 This can only mean that a confession-

al statement (such as 'Thou art tho Christ') must be rooted and grounded

in the factuality of Jesus' earthly existence; and to be sceptical of

the >fork of biblical research is not to deny this element, for the event

'Jesus as the Christ.' 1-wuld, as He have seen, be nething ,.rithout it.

"'lith these points in mind we may arguably call Tillich a.' Keryg-
I

matic theologian, not of course in the sense that through the kerygma

He can knOlv Jesus' personality, inner development B.nd the course of his

life, nor in the sense of placing emphasis upon Jesus' consciousness of

being the bearer of the lvord of God to call men to decision in the last

hour, but rather through Tillich' s stress on the mode ;'Thereby the fact

of Jesus is 3.pprehended. 1 Jesus is the Christ' is a kerygmatic proclam=

--_.~--------

34S1~, 2: 118

35sT , 2: 123
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ation which has meaning only vIithin a faith encounter-situation o From

this, Tillich can develop his thesis that the historical-critical effort

--to discover the 'historical JOesus l is of little concern for faith because

from the beginning

the basis of faith was a certain fruitful confluence of fact
and mod~ o~ appropri~t~?n 0§6fact - interpretation, and
approprlatlve apprecla~lon.

We may regard Tillichls exmaination of the relationship of fact

to faith Hithin the event IJesus as the Christl as the first major argu-

ment advanced by him to safeguard Christology from being determined by

historical criticism. It is the outcome of the basic semantic distinc-

tion which Tillich made within the term lhistorical Jesus'. The only

valid meaning of the term Ihistorical Jesus l is that there is a factual

element within the event iJesus as the Christ'. However, in view of

Tillich1s distinction between the 'historical Jesus' of biblical research

and 'the biblical pictUl~e of Jesus as the Christl, he can conclude that

the presence of this factual element does not raise the question of

historical research, for the only Ihistorical Jesus l that exists is

found Hithin· the biblical pictUl~e. This picture 1,.[a8 formed in the situ-

ation of faith, and, as such, effectually precludes historical investi-

gation from undermining that factual element '\olhich faith receives and

-

to which faith responds.

Thus far in our discussion of Tillichls position, we have focused

attention exclusively up::m the implications of the phrase IJesus as the

Cltrist l for the relevance of biblical criticism to Christology. A second

argtTh18nt is propJsed by Tillich v,ithin another, though closely related,
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context. It too evolves from the semantic distinction drmm by Tillich

iolithin the meaning of 'historical Jesus'. It is distinguished by

Tillich's definition of the vJord 'historical'.

Clearly, Tillich's primary use of the word 'historical' within

this second argument cori'esp0nds to his earlier statement that the only

' t1 historicalll Jesus' is that apprehended by faith 'tVithin the biblical

pictvxe of Jesus as the Christ. 'Historical' here refers only to the

immediate certainty of faith (the interpretation of the factual element

'Hithin the event 'Jesus as the Christ') and does not involve any ty-pe of

historical investigation. Faith interprets this factual element for

faith only, and thereby transfers it to the realm of faith. In doing

this, faith determines the use of the word 'historical', for when used

in this 'vJay it can be knoim only through faith. This much He have seen

by eX~fiining the phrase 'Jesus as the Christ'.

This use of the Hard 'historical' within th~ term 'historical

Jesus' is not to be smnantically confused with that definition of 'his-

torical' which denotes the historiographical methods employed by biblical

critics. Here,' ' ll historica1fl for the scientific vieH of things are tho se

events which are verified within the limits of every historical verifi

cation by special methods of reseax·ch. ,37 It is through this second

definition of 'historical' that Tillich advances his second argwnent for

the removal of Christology from dependence on biblical criticism.

The most important characterization of historical research 'which

Tillich has given us is that it views 'those events which are verified

uithin the limits of historical verification'. The limitation of 1-Thich

Tillich speaks is prompted by his vieH of historiography as that which

37Tl~E:-.1itble_~sl.§1L§~.§!aa~i<iJ'..lJ.eols:EY, an unpublished t,1S., cited
by A. T. f.'Iollegen, £J2,o__9J1., p .234
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'~8.11 only lend probability' .38
It is on th:i.s basis that 'J.':i.llich asserts

tbat historica~ methodology is itself inadequate to servo as the crit-

~rion of Christology.

JIistor,icod ,research provided probabilities about Jesun of 8.

pJgher or :tower degree. On the basis of these probab:i.lities,
~.t' sketched 'Lives of Jesus'. But they were more liko novels
than biographies; they certainly c3~ld not provide D, safe
foundation for the Christian faith.

This statement does not annul Tillich's previous ctress on the

;importapce of the historical method in considering the trustvlOrthiness,

40
90mposition and nature of the bib~ical reco~~s, any mora than the

~e~gmatic character of the narratives did. Yet it is still clear that

whatever the success of this procedure, the historian

Pever can reach certain~1 in this way, but he can reach high
~egrees of probability.

',I'illj.ch is s8,ying that biblical criticism, like all historical

enCJ.uiry, can only achieve probable results of higher or lower degree;

p-nd 'religious certainty cannot rest on a: probability tho degree of

which changes vdth more enquiry.,42 Thus, quite apart from the incur-

pion of the historian's Ol'm prejudices or the scant amount of biblical

~ecords, probability as such is inadequate as a basis for faith. To
, .....----

;identify faith 'VTith the belief in the histor:i.cal validity of the bib-

:tical stories' is, Tillich clain~, 'a disastrous distortion of the

.......--~---------------_._-------~-" ------,-----
38 6.' JE.:t.eQ"!retat=h9.E' p.2 .5

~9srr 2; 121
....--'

40
See above, p.6

41,ST, 2: 120

L!-2
-Mollegen, ~~xt., p.234
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meaning of faith'. Certainly faith entails risk, but 'it is Hrong •

• • to consider the risk concerning uncertain historical facts as part

of the risk of faith. ,44

There is nothing neW" in this contention. Ever since Lessing

noted a discontinuity bet1-Teen contingent historical tl'uths and eternal

truths of reason in his famous formula that 'accidental truths of his

tory can never become the proof of necessary truths of rea80n,,45 theo-

logians, illuiLlling to erect a Christology upon the Jesus of historical

research, have po~~ted out persistently that recorded history can never

serve as the basis of faith; since historical judgments, by their very

nature, never attain anything more than a degree of probability, they
4,6

cannot be the media of revealed truth.

Tillich fully incorporates this type of argulilt3nt. Biblical

criticism, he tells us, was 'suspect from its very begin~ing' because

it appeared 'to criticize not only the historical sources but the revel=

ation contaLned in these sources • • • Historical criticism seemed to

------~--~-,-----------_.-

43DF, p.S7

44ST 2: 134-'
4~On the P£oof of ~tge ~irit and 2:f ~£T.!22: (177'7), trans. H. Chad

wick, .~essingts ~~l '\.~r~t2lL~ l"London: Adam and Charles Black,
1956) p.53

46For Lessing's attitude towards historical judgments, see Karl
Barth, g..2l:estan~t. Thoyg,l1~Fr.?.ElRousseauto Hitschl, trans. B. Cozens
(Ne\oT York: Harper and Bros., 1959) pp.136 ~ff7and L. De 1'1001', 'Problem
of Revelation in 18th century Germany: 1,Iith pal'ticular reference to.
Lessing', ~lical Quar~":'l;y, XXXIX, No.2 (April-June, 1967) pp.66~74;

No. 3 (July-Septelll~7) pp.139~i51; No.4 (October-Decenmer 1967)
pp.205-215



· 47undercut faith ltself'. This, however, is an erroneous judgment, and

res~lts precisely from the semantic~onfusion that Tillich seeks to over-

.come. In the first definition of 'historice:l' we are concerned Hith the

factual element in 'Jesus as the Christl, which demands and requires the

correlative apprehension by faith e:lone. .In the second definition, we

are concerned with the historicity of -the biblical narratives, which is

all-lays a matter of the degrees of probability reached by historical

research. These two definitions are vtterly distinct, and are never to

48be confused with one another. .In the first definition, the Irisk of

47ST , 2: 117

48This argument appears most explicitly in Tillich!s discussion
of 'revelation' in systen~The_o].Og~,Volume One (Chicago: The Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1951;--pp.10 -1)1. (Hereafter cited as £I, 1).
Historical research cannot dissolve revelation because revelation belongs
to a level of reality Hhich 'contradicts the attitude of ordinary cogni
tion I. (Ibid., p.l08). It indicates the 'mystery of being' and directs
us to ou:rlUltimate concern' (Ibid., p.UO). Thus, 'whatever scientific
analysis or historical research may say about the conditions in and
through which revelation appears, revelation ren~ins QDaffected by
their discoveries. This is corroborated by Tillich l 8 belief that 'no
conflict between different dimensions of reality is possible • • •
Reason is not destroyed by revelation, just as revelation is not.emptied
by reason l (Ibid., pp.117-118). Moreover, since revelatim1 is the
manifestation-of the 'n~stery of being I , it does not inform us about
'the structure of nature, history, and man' (Ibid., p.129). It does not
imply factual assertions, and its truth can onlybe judged by its oHn
criteria (Ibid., p.130). Therefore, ordinary knovrledge cannot clash
with knowledge of revelation. For these reasons, theologians Ineed not
be afraid of any historical conjecture w for revealed truth lies in a
dimension where it can neither be confirmed nor negated by histo:ri~

ography' (Ibjn.) For a discussion of the significance of Tillich's
doctrine of r reve18.tion' for the historical value of the biblical
narratives, see A. R. Dulles, IPaul 'J,'i.llich and the Bible I , Paul Tillich
in Catholic Thought, edt T. A. O'r·leara and C. D. ~'leisser (Dubuque,-I01:;a7
'The Priory Press, 1964) pp.-l.09=132j and, in the same volume, G. \Veigel,
'I'1yth, Symbol and Analogy', pp.187=191



faith is existential', and does not imply the risk of historical judg

ment which is 'theoretical and open to permanent scientific correction.,49

Here are two different dimensions which should never be con
fused. A vITong faj~h can destroy the meaning of one's life;
a lV1'Ong historical judgment cannot. It is misleading, there~·

fore, to use the word 'risk' for both dimensions in the same
sense.50

Thus, in order to protect the kerygma, and yet to guarantee the

importance and freedom of the historian, faith and criticism are placed

in two dimensions, which, Tillich insists, must be kept separate. In

one sense, of course, there is a similarity' between the two dimensions,

for historiography, no less than faith, involves an interpreting

subject;51 this does not, however, provide the historian with the

occasion to transform 'historical probability into positive or negative

historical certainty by a judgment of raith,.52 This would illegit-

imately confuBe one dimension Hith the other by supposing that 'faith

can guarantee the truth of a questionable historical statement,.53 Faith

cannot so guarantee historical facts because this is not faith's concern.

For example,

It is not a matter of faith to decide hOH much legendary,
mythological and historical material is amalgamated in
the stories about the birth and the resurrection of the
Christ. • • All these questions r®.st be decided, in
terms of more or less probability, by hj.storical research.
They are questions of historical truth, not of the truth

-··49sT, 2: 134------~-----~·

501£id.

51Cf• DF, p.86

52ST , 2: 120

53DF , p.86
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of faith. 54

In the light of this argument, Ti11ich can maintain that it is

not faith's task to determine the character of the Pentateuchal narra~

tives, or the degree to "I'1hioh Genesis is composed of myth and legend

rather than actual history.55 These are not questions of faith, but

are rather the concern of problematical historical enquiry. Nowhere, of

course, is this more evident than in the crisis reached when historical

research investigated the biblical sources and so raised the dilemma

which we have frequently described; the historical validity of the

biblical picture of Jesus who is called the Christ. Once again,

Til1ich's answ'8J: affirms that the investigations instigated by histor-

. ica1 research have no implications at all for Christian faith. 'Faith

does not include historical kno"\oi1edge about the vmy in Hhich this event

took place. ,56 Consequently, presupposing T1111ch' s t;\"o~dimensional

theory, faith is itself exclusive of historical fact~claims.

Tillich's reason fo):' concluding that the scepti.cal results of
historical research into the life of Jesus should have no ~1fluence

on Christian faith is not that faith guarantees the biblical por
trait of Jesus to be historically accurate~ Rather, his reason for
so concluding j.s that faith, 1-1hen properly llilderstood, makes no
factual claims "I-lhatsoever about some llian nallied 'Jesus' VIho
flourished jn the years 1 to 30. 57

It may be supposed that this type of argument disal1mls also

the factua.l basis of the event' Jesus as the Christ', Hhich forms a

54DF, p.88

55cf. DF, pp.87-88

56nF p.89--'

57William L. RO'V18 , ReliQou~ Symbols and God (Chicago and London:
The University of Chicago Press, 1908) p.212
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necessary element within that event. THO points are made by Tillich to

correct this fals'e impressj.on.

First, the distinction that is being made is not betHeen the

fact of Jesus as basis and its reception by faith, but beb'reen lmovJledge

of the way in which that event took place and faith. The question

whether the event 'Jesus as the Christ' actually happened in the "my it

i~ reported to have happened exists in a dimension which cannot come

into conflict l-r-lth faith. 'Therefore, faith cannot be shaken by histor~

ica1 research even if its results are critical of the traditions in which

the event is reported.,5S The importance of the event lies rather in its

existential implications for faith. It does not lie with its historical

component parts 11hich could be examined. historiographically.

Second, the separation of historical research from faith does

not result in the loss of the factual basis of Christology because,

Tillich tells us, there is a final sense in which faith itself can over-

come historical scepticism about the factual elemC-:lnt: in :' Jesus a-s the·

Christ'. Faith, 'through its olm power, can ••• guarantee the exist~

ence of Jesus of Nazareth and at least the essentials of the biblical

picture,.59 In other words, the factual basis of Christology can be

assured by means of faith alone.

This second PO~1t is, Tillieh readily admits, ambiguous. He

proceeds, therefore, to defjne more exactly what it is that faith can

guarantee. That Hhich is assured by faith is 'only its foundation,

58
DF , p.89

59sT 2: 131-'
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namely, the appearance of that reality which has created the faith,.60

'l'hisreality is identified Hith the Ne~v Being t VIho conquers existentia.l

61
estrangement and makes faith possjble'. Faith, then, is 'the in~ed-

iate (not mediated by conclusions) evidence of the New Being lv.ithin and
62

Qnder the conditions of existence' i as such, it cannot be investigated

by historical research. Referring to the AugustLnian=Cartesian refutat-

ion of radical scepticism ('which pointed to the j_mmedia.cy of a self~

consciousness which guaranteed itself by its participation in being,63),

Tillich stresses equally that it is faithful participation, not histor-

ical argument, 1'7hich guarantees 'a personal life in l\Thich the New Being

64·has conquered the old being'.

It 'Y70uld appear that Til1ich's argmnent here revolves around the

familiar two-fold structure of the W:.ent 'Jesus as the Christ', namely,

its factual and receptive character. Jesus as the Christ is the bearer

of the NeVI Being, and he is received as such. Yet, as we have seen, the

New Being must ll1clude the reality of a 'personal' life, for the ambig-

uities of existence can only be overcome by the participation of the

bearer of the New Being ll1 eXistence.
65

Consequently, faith necessarily

receives the 'personal' reality of the NeH Being when it accepts and

--~--=-~~._-------

60ST , 2: 131

61Ibj;.c};.

62Th "ld.

6312:i;cl.

61}Ibid.

6~See above, p.24
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receives 'Jesus as the Christ'. Therefore, to say that a man has faith

analytically entails that he has received that which has overcome exis~

tence in existence. In this sense, faith does guarantee the historical

basis of Christology, for it guarantees that 'someone' conquered exis-

tence. But it does not ensure that 'Jesus of Nazareth' is that 'someone'.

This, Tillich agrees, is the historically absurd but logically necessary

concJ~lsion resulting from his appreci~tion of the historical method. 66

The 'Jesus' element in the event 'Jesus as the Christ' indicates only the

personal and factual foundation of Christology. It is not, however, to

be equated vr.ith the historical person 'Jesus of Nazareth'. As Kelsey

succinctly remarks, in this argument 'the fact named by Jesus of Naza=

reth turns out to be different from the fact pointed to'bY Jesus f •67

The first part, the fact 'named', is subject to historiographic examin=

ation; but the second, the fact 'pointed f to, is subject to faj~h alone.

Faith, therefore, cannot guarantee the empirical factuality of

the biblical pictUl'e since, by its very nature, it does not include

historical information about the vray in which the event I Jesus as the

Christ' occurred. Faith does, however, include 'certitude about its

o~~ foundation f ,68 namely, a personal life in which the old being was

conquered by the New Being. f~'fuatever his name, the New Being ivas and

is actual in this man 1 •
69 Though photographable, no photograph exists

of this event, for neither faith nor the probabilities of historical

----_._-~

66ST , 2: 1]1

67
D. Kelsey, o~n. cit., p.93

68DF , p.89

693T , 2: 131 (my emphasis)
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research provide such a photograph.

However, if all that can be said about the factual basis of

Christology is that a personal life existed, and if that factual basis

is l~nited only to the biblical picture, then the final problem before

Tillich nOH is: 'Hou can the Nm-T Being vTho is called lithe Christ ll trans

form reality if no concrete trait of his natvxe is left?1 70 As Tavard

puts it:

It is not enough to state that the original fact is the
Apostles' interpretation of Jesus. For how can we accept
an interpretation if vIe do not 10.101-1 \'Jhat is to be inter
preted?,7l

wherein he cla~ns an analogy between the 'biblical picture of Jesus as

the Christ' and the concrete, personal life from "Thich the biblical

picture has evolved.

There is an .?ill?lo..giSL=!JnSl:.&-ini~, namely, an analogy betvreen
the picture and the actual personal life fro~ vnlich it
has arisen. It 'Has this reality, vJhe~72encounteredby the
disciples, Hhich created the picture.

Thus, as Hollegen e:;cpresses it, the NeH Testam.ent confession of

Jesus as the Christ 'means not only that a hlLman inaividuality existed,

but that he vras such as supports the Biblical pictlU'e.' 73 In other words,

faith guarantees not only a factual basis for Christology but also an

70~.

71G• H. Tavarcl, pal':.k?).;.illi2J..L~_i1}.~__Q.h.~ist=1.e,t}l.';l<?J?§"Cl@ (NevT York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902 p.109

72ST 2: 132-,
73A• T. JvIol1egen, 2P_~., p.234
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actual personal life whose concrete characteristics were such as to give

rise to the biblical picture. We have seen already why the first guar-

antee "Thich faith provides is not open to historical criticism: the

onJ.y factual element which exists is found within the biblical picture;

as such it is kno~m and guaranteed only by faith, and is in no way to be

confused with the dimension of probabJ.e historical knowledge. We must

now ask why the ~nalogi~ i~a~nis also effectively precludes Chris~ology

from being potentially falsifiable by historical research.

The 2na1~~a im~~~nis rep~esents Tillich's third and final argu-

rnent concerni.YJg the relevance of biblical criticism to Christology

because it is his ".;ray of asserting the unity of a historical existence

and kerygmatic witness while at the same time claiming immunity from 2.ny

74
form of historic8.1 test. I

dent of biblical research because the analogy entailed here does not

consist in the adequacy of its historical representatior.:. of the 8.ctuo.1

life presented in the biblical picture of the event IJesus as the

Christ!. The significance of the analogy lies rather :in the continuance

of the 'transforming povrer of the Nev7 Being,75 bet,-<een that picture a.nd

that event • It is this Itransforming pmwr I Hhich forms the a.nalogy, so

that the theologically import8.nt character of the biblical pj.cture is

not its historical detail concerning Jesus of Nazareth, but the Ipo1iTer f

which :tt mediates.

---------_.-------------,----~._-.~----
74J. C. Livingston, 22.!-..si!:., p. '-J·8

75s~, 2: 132
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The power vlhich he.s created and preserved the community of
the New Being is not an abstract statement about its app
earance; it is the picture of him in v7hOIn it has appeared.
No special trait of this picture can be.verified "rith
certainty. But it can be definitely asserted that through
this picture the New Being gas power to transform those
who are transformed by it. 7

Tillich's argument, therefore, is that, despite the unrelia-

bility of the biblical narratj~es, the biblical picture is never-

t4eless analogous to its subject because the 'transforming power of

the NeVI Being' which the disciples encountered 1'-7hen they met Jesus, is
I

similarly encounter-eo. through the biblical picture. In this sense,

there is an analogy between the personal life of hlin who wa~ received

as the Christ and the picture through which the New Being is !101'f

received.

The analogia im8fLinis is similarly independent of historical

enquiry because it can be guaranteed only by each individual's parti-

cipation (in faith) in the 'transforming power of the New Being'. In

this respect, Tillich's use of the analogy undergirds and evolves from

his earlier' sta.tement that faith can, of itself, guarantee the factual

basis of Christology. 77 If faith implies. response to him l'1ho, as the

bearer of the NeiV' Being, has the 'power' in him to conquer existential

estrangement, then to say that a man now has faith through the biblical

picture entails that this picture is an adequate expression of the NeVI

Being's 'transforming power', and so, in turn, of the reality of the

New Being. 'Only in this sense', Tillich tells us, 'does faith guarantee

---------_.~--------~---

76.Ibid•

77See above, pp.38-39



·thebiblical picture of Jesus.' 78 .1

:In ,this respect, Tillich continues, the .anal.~K.ia..~imaginis can

'be compared 'tilth the .analogia amis,l which he describes as not 'a

:method of knowing God' but' a v,Jay (£I.ctually the only way) of speaking

p:bout God.' 79 Tillich states that those tvm analogies are comparable

to each other because :in both cases

~.t ,is impossible to push behind lhe analogy and to state
directly Hhat can be stated only indirectly, that is,
.sYl11b01i'ca11y in the lmOlV'ledge of'rpod and mediated through
:r'aith in thelmowledge of Jesus. 1.>0- ' . .

:It a;ppe~'n's, therefore, that historical investigation cannot get

pehincl the biblical picture to discovor the empirical truth about Jesus

78ST , 2: 132. In his 'Rejoinder' to Moody Smith, Tillich is
emphatic onthis point:- 'If I am ll.Gked, "Does Christian faith guaran
tee that the synoptic picture of thj~ man is guaranteed as historically
correct,.. 'including his name?" I Ivould say "No!" If I am asked, "Does
911ristian faith guarantee that this pictlU'e is an expression of the
bearer of the Spirit Hho, through tllls picture, creates and recreates
p-lLman beings sp1ritually?" I vrould D'J.Y "Yes!" If the Christian faith
can guarantee 'as much as this, it do()s not need to call for the support
p-f human 1'Tork, namely historical rO:)I)£I.rch. And it does not need to be
afraid of it.' ~_Journa.:L2f R€'li[~\o12, XLVI, No.1, Part II, (January
~966) p.192 .

79Thid •
~

80Ibid• There is abundant t'o.x;'tual evidence for Tillich' s
equation df the ~alog~i.a_~31'1~is 'l-Jith I symbol'. Cf. S~, 1: 239-240;
'rteply to Interpl'etation and Critic:L;m' 9 Th~ The

o
0.l2.g.'L2! Pa~ Tillich f

p.239; 'Reply' in Gustave Weigel's 'The Theological Significance of
paul Ti'11ieh', P~~l Ji.lll£h in Ca.tholic Thou.glYt, p.23. In a letter to
Weigel, cited in ~leigel's I Contemporaneous Protestantism and Paul
Tillich l , 1'9-.e21..qe'.:i..£~=!: S.tlldie~, XI (June, 19.50), Tillieh writes: tI
speak of symbolic k001-11edge and mean by it exactly 'tV'hat St. Thomas
:means Hith _~_nalof~nti.sI (p. 201) • H01fever, J. Hey>-TOod Thomas argues
that, in omitting many ontological dIstinctions made by Aquinas, Tillich
'is quite "Trong I-1hen he says that ho means by symbolic knovTledge vrhat
St. Thomas meant by analogy'. (~~., p.198). In hold:'Lng this view,
HeY'.-mod Thomas largely fol101'TS Ed't-Ictl'<.l at Connor, 'Paul Tillich: An
Impression' , ~Ui~ich in ~athlflJ c: Tho2;1~, pp. 2~1~.1
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of Nazareth because the ~~i§: imagin~~ does not provide the means for

such an approach.

This "picture analogytl is, like the analogy of being, not
a \'l8_y given to man whereby he may "naturallytl of empiri
cally knmI the Christ, but a \-my through Hhich he may
s~eak ab§~t the one vIho makes himself lmmm through that
plcture.

Therefore, just as 'symbol' is the determinative form through

which God is cognitively approached by means of the ~1E:.lo.g}.a en~, so

faith is the form through which a kno1>Iledge of Jesus as the Christ is

mediated through the ~alo~~j_maExn~. Consequently, it is faith's

reception and experience of the 'transform.ing pov-16r of the New Being'

which alone vn1dicates the analogy between' the individual existence of

the bearer of the New Being and the biblical picture. It is not sub-

stantiated by the degree of historical correspondence between the picture

82
and that event.

Finally, the ~§;l~iai~ makes no claim. to historical

---------------------~-~_._--_.-~----

81A• J. McKelway,~cTheo~~..illich
(Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, f96I:CfP.159

82The same conclusion is reached Hhen the anal2&~~inis is
vj.evIed Hithin Till1.ch' s discussion of 'revelation' in 8T, :I.: 1Ob-131.
This connection between the analogy and revelation is legitirr18_te since
Tillich states that all manifestations "lvhich have 'shaking, transforming
and healing power t are 'revelations t (ST, 2: 192). Revelations tare
saving events in Hhich the power of t}};3Nelv Being is present'. (Ibid. ,
pp.192-193). The ana1-..£gia im8~1~s stipulates, therefore, that both-the
event tJesus as the Christ' and the biblical picture of that event are
'revelations" since through both the 'transforming power of the New Being'
was, and is, manifest. The pictl.U~e here functions as a record of revel
ation and as a revelation. Consequently, given Tillich's theory of
'revelation' as developed in ST, 1 (see above p.)'·I- footnote 48), it can
be said that the ~~1 ogia i.l~&ipis is contained Hithin a dimension which
is incapable of historical examination. For an illlport8.nt discussion of
the analo~i.8; imagin,?.£ in the settn1g of f revelation t, see Kelsey, .£12.
cit., pp. 9b-107



truth (namely, that truth which could be evaluated by historical res-

€larch) because if 'analogy is not identity, not one reference to the

historical Jesus in the biblical picture need be historically true f •
83

Therefore, we find Tillich stressing again that it is impossible to

push behind the ~alogia i~aginis because. the medium through which the

ftransfoTIlung power of the New Being f is now presented to us (viz., the

b~blical picture) is not a photograph - which would be an exact replica

of the factual elernent in fJesus as the Christ'.

However, if the biblical picture is not an empirical description

of an historical person, this does not naply that the picture is a work

purely of the imagination. It is not in the 'idealistic style of art,84

whereby 'iVe w-ould have to interpret the 'Neiv Testament picture as the

painted projection of the experiences and ideals of the most religiously

profolu1d minds in the period of the Emperor Augustus f •85 It is not an

j~aginary picture but a freal picture f •
86

The word 'realf here points

to the necessary 'realityf of the New Bej.ng, for, as ioTe have seen al·~

ready,87 the experience in faith of the 'tl'ansforming pOi-Tel' of the NevT

----------~---------="" ...........~------~------
8~. J. R. Cameron,fThe Historical Problem in Paul Tillich's

Christology', Scottish Journal of J~~, XVIII, No. 3 (September 1965)
p.265

8/+S'1', 2: 133

85J.l?.i<l.

86Ibid•

878ee above pp.24, 39
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Being f nRlst })resuppose an individual life in which the ambiguities of

existence were overcome. Faith also, then, guarantees the realism of

the biblical picture since the personal 'reality' to which it refers

must have existed independent of the biblical picture. A picture

imagined by Jesus' contemporaries

would have expressed their untransformed existence and their
quest for a New Being. But it would not have been the New
Being itself. That is tested by its transfonning power. 88

In this sense, therefore, the biblical picture of Jesus as the

Christ, through which the 'transforndng power of the New Being' is

received, is neither a photograph nor an imaginary Hork. It is the

picture of an individual "rho existed apart from the picture. To this

extent, it may be appropriately called an tllexpressj.onist ll portrait'. 89

In this e.pproach a painter I-Tould try to enter into the deepest
levels of the person ..r.tth ifhom he deals. And he could do so
only by a profound participation in the reality and the mean
ing of his subject matter. Only then could he paint this
person in such a l'lay that his surface traits are neither
reproduced as in photography (or naturalistically imitated)
nor idealised according to the painter fs j.deal of beauty but
are used to express Hhat the painter has ~erience.§_thto~£

his pa.r.ticipat;ion in the bej~of his subject. This third
way is meant when 'tfe use the term IIreal picture". 90

Again, the crucial element in the bj.blical picture is partici-

pation in Jesus as the bearer of the New Being. Our knowledge of Jesus

is not dependent upon knowing simply the historical facts about him

('in terms of historical documentation He do knoH litany people better than

Jesus f )91 , but is occasioned only by faithfs acceptance and experience of

---~--_.--_._._----------------_._------------------

_~;:.<88ST 2· 1]]
'_- "__ J _e

89Ibid•

90Ibid. (My emphasis)

9tS'l', 2: 1]4



the ttransforndng power' of his being, which is the New Being. In this

way, the factual basis of Christology is appropriated and certified by

faith alone. We Imo1iT that Jesus as the Christ lives in the biblical- . -
picture by virtue of the analog:i.a im~: the pOvIer of the New Being

is expressed in and through the picture. We know also that Jesus as the

Christ lived~ from the biblical picture: the transforndng power

experienced now by faith must have a correspondence to him whose power

it ivas to overcome existence in existence.

his discussion of the relevance of biblical criticism to Christology.

Ii'or Til-lich, the question whether historical. research can erode the

f~l.ctual basis of Christology is resolved again by his radical reapprai~'

sal of the nature of faith in relation to the event Jesus as the Christ.

Faith, in one sense, enables contemporaneity 1-1ith a past event. This

does not imply participation in the historical details of Jesus ynlO is

the bearer of the NeH Being, but rather the :i.:Il1m~ldiate, existential ai.vare-

ness of the. ' p01\Ter of Neif Being'. This I pOi·rer', originally mediated by

Jesus to the first disciples, is now expressed through the biblical pic-

ture of him as the Christ. In this .ray, " 1'18 can say the.t we know nobody

as 'Hell as Jesus j' 92 and if faith can do thj.s, then clearly there is no

need to have the event 'Jesus as the Christ' corroborated by historical

research. Certe.inly faith cannot knoi-r everything about this event (not

even that Jesus was called tJesus t ), but it can guarantee that Hhich is

___~~ ~,...-=. c: ~
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sufficient and necessary for Christology, despite the scepticism engen-

dered by biblical criticism. Faith can certify that the 'transforming

power of the New Being', expressed through the bjblical picture and ex~

perj.enced in faith by succeeding generations of Christian believers,

evolves from the reception of Jesus as the Christ by the original dis

ciples. Consequently, the picture is not one created by 'a hypothetical

description of what may lie behind the biblical picture' ,93 but it is

based on a concrete,.personal life. This, in essence, constitutes the

In view' of thj.s argument, Tillich can reiterate the fundamental

principle of his thesis. HOi-TeVer much research may indicate the unrel~

iability of those biblical narratives upon which the'historical claims

of Christology are based, the' factual foundation of fe.ith in Jesus as

the Christ can be, and is, affirmed. It is assured b;)T faith itself. For

this reason, therefore, the bistorical basis of Christology is guaranteed

within a dimension which, at the same time, inlmunizes that basis from any

type of historical examlllation.

93sT , 2: 132



cRAnER III

CONCLUSION: A CRITICAL APPRAISAL

Any evaluation of Tillichls discussion of the relevance of bibli

cal criticism to Christology must start with the recognition of the

problef;ls, latent in nineteenth century biblical research, which he has

faced "rith COUl'2.ge and concern. In the first place, Tillioh is fully

a"mre that the quest of the historical Jesus was incapable of supplyinE

a cause, in the earthly man Jesus, adequate to account for the emergence

of the cOllJ1l1unity of the He,,! Being. For Tillich, this conclusion is sub~

stantiated. by the opinion of form-critics, that the onJ.;)' Jesus He 'knou

is Jesus 8.S the Christ and the I,ord of the community of faith; and by

his O1,m contention that the certainties of faith ce.nnot rest upon probable

historical enquiry. The task, therefore, Has to indicate hOH the Jesus

of history could be reunited vrith the Christ of faith. Tillichls

solution is a redefinition of the historical Jesus as I Jesus 8.S the

Christl, the Ch:-cist of the early church I s faith. In this ,·ray, the

indispem;8.bility of the I fact' and. the I reception I of the fact is

indicated, and., in conseq1.1enCe, the problem of historical scepticism is

overcome. Thus Tillich recognized that an 'objective l quest into the

factual f01.mdation of Christology is, in principle, misconceived, if not

impossible, for the only historical event of Hhich He can speak lies

within the life of the conmiUnity of faith.

49
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Indeed, initially 'He ma.y· say that Tillich' s argument concerning

the problem of the place and function of the concrete historical fact of

Jesus in Christology appears very alluring. His insistence that it is

the 'biblical picture of Jesus as the Christ' upon which Christianity is

based, and that Jesus himself plays no fW1ctional role in determining the

faith of Christians, certainly leaves little incentive to probe'behind t

the bibJ_ical picture to discover the empirical truth about Jesus. 110re

over, as 'Jesus ' refers only to the factual basis of Christolos7, and

since biblical research can achieve at best only probable knovlledge, then

it could never be proved conclusively that this Ifact' did or did not

exist.. Thus, the iv-hole question of the historical c?rrespondence betvIeen

the 'picture' and 'Jesus of Nazareth' is resolved. The question of the

unreliability of the biblical sources need not be raised, and the

scepticism engend.ered by historical research is done away with.

When we consider this position, we are struck irmnediately by the

positive content of Tillich1s analysis. Undoubtedly, modern critical

research into the Gospel narratives :ls very diffc.,rent from what it

was in the previous century; and Tillich, by ta.king the entire kerygma

into account, is at one with the present biblical standpoint. The

positive significance of this is ext,remely important, not least in

containing, as Cameron points out, 'a refreshing and valid emphasis

upon Christology as living existential faith l'a.ther than arid theoret

ical speculation,.l Nevertheless, there are grave dangers, as iVell as

assets, in accepting this position. If it is the biblical picture, and

-------------

1B• J. R. Cameron, Ope c~1., p.157

McMASTER UNIVE:RSITY LIIjRAR'f
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not the historical Jesus, th~t is of central importance for Christian

faith, then we are in danger of surrendering the affirmation 'the Word

became flesh', and of discarding the salvation-history of God's activity

in the man Jesus of Nazareth.

It is at this point that a large question mark must be placed over

1'il11ch's argument, as, indeed, has been done recently in a series of

interrogations by John Baillie, Gordon Kaufmmn1, Allen O. Miller, Albert

Outler, and D. Hoody Smith.
2

Baillie's acute remarks are representative

of their criticism.

Ti11ich appears to imply that Christian faith would not be
affected by however great a degree of skepticism regarding
the historicity of Jesus of Nazareth. Yet he makes. the
idea of incarnation central in his understanding' of the
Christian faith. But surely the idea of incarnation is a
false idea if no incarnation actually took place on the
level of ordinary history. 0"1' to put it other1'1ise, hm"
can Christ be 'the centre of history' if he was not him
self a real historical person, but only an idea? An idea
can indeed be the center of a system of ideas, but onl~ an
actual historical figure can be the center of history.J

Ti11ich does, of course, insist that 'Jesus' denotes an histor-

ieal individual, and that 'Jesus as the Christ' is eternal God-manhood

appearing in existence. In this respect, he cannot be accused of the

naive hermeneut:i.cal position of the liberals 11ho did not take sufficient

account of the relation between the historical reality of Jesus and the

picture of him as the Christ, but instead substituted the p~cture for

the reality. Nevertheless, Til1ich has not, we suggest, taken the

2, Interrogation of Paul Tillich', Philo~cal Interrogati()E..~,
ed. Sydney and Beatrice Rome (NeH York: Holt, Rinehart and \1inston,
1964) PP.357=409

3~., p.363
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implications of this historical emphasis seriously enough, and consequen

tly continuing doubt and perplexity remain concerning the degree of

importance he a110"lls the hi.storical dj.mension in Christolog;y. His

semantic distinction made vnthin the term lhistorical Jesus' is certainly

important, and is useful in overcomu1g some of the confusions arising

when the biblical critic D1vestigates the historical foundation of

faith. Yet, despite Tillich's emphasis upon the factual side of the

event 'Jesus as the Christ', this semantic distinction requires that he

cannot substantiate his claim histol'ically. Thus, h01vever liluch he may

stress a 'personal life' in which essential manhood has appeared,

Tillich can provide no single historical instance of this actually

happening. To this extent, Baillie's criticism is appropriate. Tillich

is overstating his case when he holds that historical research is

irrelevant to the assertion that 'Jesus is the Christ', since otherwise

it is difficult to see why Jesus is a realjxy and not an ideal category.

If this conclusion is alien to Tillich' s intentj_ons, then, to avoid it

successfu1Jy, somethu1g more should be said concerning the historical

Jesus.

Til1ich's reply to this type of criticism is dependent upon

his conception of the kerygmatic character of the biblical sources. It

is imposs~)le to penetrate behind the gospels, and so discover the

'real Jesus'" because the M.storical Jesus exists only in the kerygma.

The earthly Jesus cannot be examined critically apart from his recep

tion (in faith) by the first disciples. The 'biblical picture of Jesus

as the Christ' can only be interpreted as a document of faith rather

than as a source of strictly historical value. As Tillich correctly

sees f it 'VlaS this interdependence of fa.ct and reception 'Vlhich doomed
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the original quest to failure.

Our concern with this analysis of the biblical picture does not

evolve from Tillich's premise that the gospels are kerygmatic but from

the conclusion he drai-Ts from this premise, namely the sharp distinction

made betvreen the dimension of faith (to which the picture belongs).. and

the dimension of historical research. In this connection, two questions

must be asked and answered. First, does the failure of the original

quest of the historical Jesus mean that we can never know anyt.hing of

Jesus through biblical research? And second, does the methodological

failure of that quest mean that it is logically impossible for histori-

cal knowledge to serve as a basis of Christology?

The first of these questions centres on Tillich's assertion

that, since the historical Jesus exists only in the kerygmatic picture

of him as the Christ, the factual foundation of Christology lies out-

side the sphere of biblical research. This argument revolves arOillld

the supposition that to admit the kerygmatic nature of the biblical

picture j.s to deny its use as an historical document. That this

judgment is by no means certain has been Sh01..fl1 by a number of Nm'T

4
Testament scholars engaged in a 'ne... quest' of the historical Jesus.

Thus Hans Conzelmann states:

It is still being argued that the intent of the Gospels is
not to offer historical records; therefore, they shou.ld
not be used as historical sources. Again, an impossible

,---------
IIBecc;tUse of its brevity, the following analysis of the !neiv

quest' may give the impression that the movement j.s unified. That this
is not the case is indicated by J. 11. Robinson, 'Basic Shifts in German
Theology', Jllt~!'Ereta'tio~, XVI, No.1 (January, 1962) pp.76-97; and
J. B. Bedenbaugh, 'The First Decade of the NevT Quest of the Historical
Jesus!, Luthel'aE...£1.~~~, XVI, No.3 (August, 1964) pp.239~267



conclusion is being derived from a true insight of form
criticism; • • • the intention of the Gospels does not
automatically decide how I 'should use them today. The
question is not whether they intend to be sources but
'''hether they are such • • • and Hhether they can be used
as such by the historian. 5

The advent of this new approach to the biblical sources can be

6
traced to a lecture delivered at Marburg by Ernst Ktlsemann. From the

first, Ktlsemann awnitted that the kerygmatic character of the gospels

indicates that they were not designed to impart historical information

about Jesus. They do not provide us ,.nth the opportunity to lvrite a

chronological account of him. But the significant question raised by

Ktlsemann was this: assumin,.g the form.=critical view that the gospels <?:re

community proclamations of the risen Christ, should this lead to a total

scepticism regarding the earthly Jesus? Or, to put it another way, can

we arrive at the pre=Crucifixion life of Jesus, and thereby establish to

what extent the kerygmatic 'biblical picture! is a faithful represent-

ation of the historical Jesus? This is not an attempt to probe behind

the kerygma in order to reach the historical Jesus, but rather an effort

to establish the 'continuity of the gospel ••• and the variation of

the kerygma.'?

5Conzeln~nn, 'The Method of the Life of Jesus Research', The
Historical Jesus and toh~ Ke~matic Christ: Ess_a.Y3'.-£!.1~the New' Quest of
the Historical Jesus, trans. and ed. C. E. Braaten and R. A. Harrisville,
pp.sb="5? ~lOt6d bY Livingston, .2E:.... cit., p.L14

6Kllsemann, 'The Problem of the Historical Jesus', Essays. on Ne1"r
Testament Themes ("Studies in Biblical Theology", XLI; London: S.C.N.
Press, 1. 96L~) pp.1-lt?

?Ibicl., p.25
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The criteria for establishu1g those authentic features of the

tradition whj.ch can properly be applied to Jesus are stringent. 8 Fuller

outlines three basic steps coramonly employed by K~semann and his coll-

eagues. The major task is the elimination of anything that has a keryg- .

matic tone (namely, those elements which !eflect the post-Easter life of

the Church rather than the life of Jesus himself) from the sayings and

d~eds of Jesus. Next, all material vmich has parallels either in con-

temporary Judaism or in Rabbinic tradition and Jevnsh apocalyptic is

excluded. And finally, all authentic sayings should exhibit Aramaic

features, and to increase the chance of authenticity, the structure of

Aramaic poetry.9 Upon this basis, the residue of historical material

left after this process can be reasonably assured authentic, and, as

such, may justifiably form the basis of historical investigation.

The results of this use of the non-kerygmatic material of the

gospels are manifold. Using the valuable criteria provided by form-

criticislil, Hans Conzelmal'm maintains that the Reign of God (although

still in thOe future) 1"as already engaging men in the 1'lord of J esus him~

self. to Ernst Fuchs substantiates this by viewing Jesus' conduct in

8Cf • J. Jeremias, 'The Present Position in the Controversy Con
cerning the Problem of the Historical Jesus', Th~_Expo~:Uory Times, l.XIX,
No. :1.:1. (August, 1.958), pp. 333-339 i and N. A. Dahl, 'The Problem of the
Historical Jesus', Ke!ygma and Hist0.:i2, trans. and ed. C. E. Braaten and
R. A. Harrisville (NeH York and Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1962) pp.13~

171
9R. H. Fuller, The ~ew Te:5t8.l!,!ent =1:n Curren..:L§..~udy' (New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902) pp.32=34. Fuller stipulates that the
Aramaic criterion can be used only in conjunction with the first two
criteria. The reason given is that 'the earliest Aramaic-speaking church
could also have used poetic forms, and certainly its cree.Uoon would lm
doubtedly ex..h.ibit Aramaic linguistic features, just as the authentic logia
of Jesus.' (Ibid., p.33)

10See Conzelmann, 'Jesus Christus', Die Religion in Geschichte und
Q.~~.rt, ed. K. Galling, 3rd ed., (Ttibinge"i1:J:C:B:--Nohr;1.959~~621
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dining 1'lith publicans and sinners, 8.nd his parables and teaching (which

reflect his conduct) 8.S a special l'edeeming activity of the Reign making

itself felt in advance. 11 Gfu1ther Bornkawn stresses the lrrinistry as a

sign ca.lling for decision, so that the vital hour Has already present

in Jesus. He too consj~ers impressions made by Jesus as 8uthentic: his

humble subwission to God, M.s authority, and his acceptance of the sin
12

fu1. Finally, Gerhard Ebeling distinguishes 'elements in the message

of Jesus - the nearness of the rule of God, the clarity of his will, and

the simplicity of discipleship Hi'~h joy, freedom, and lack of anxiety', 13

and in particular spotlights Jesus' teaching about faith.
14

In view of this work done by the scholars of the 'new quest', we

must seriously question Ti11ich's assumption that the biblical picture

cannot be used as an historical source because it is kerygmatic. It is

true that the biblical narratives are being used in a ,·my which is

foreign to the intentions of their authors. But if, in their apostolic

witness, the Evangelists employed historical or biographical material,

then it is legitimate to probe the kerygma to discover the authentic

traditions and logia of Jesus. To this extent, He agree l-1'ith Livingston's

appraisal of Tillich'8 thesis:

._----_.~----------

11See Fuchs, 'The Quest of the Historical Jesus', Studies of the
Historical Jesus ('Studies in Biblical Theology', XLIII; London: S.~
Press;196lj:) pp-=-11~31

138ee Ebeling, The Natm'e of Faith (London: Collins, 1961) p.56

1~beling, 'Jesus and Faith',
Press, 1963) pp.236-238

l-.ford and Faith (London: S.C.H.
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Certainly there is no logical connection beb-Teen saying that
"there is no picture behind the biblical oneil and the
belief that such a condition of the sources implies that the
Gospels are not historical sources 1-7hich serve as historica,l
bases or ~j..ons of faith (the fides qua_e ~redit.ur . 
';.Thich serves as the object of the fides q~) .1,)

In some respects, of course, Tillich's position is similar to the

intentions of the 'ne"H quest'. He/too, seeks a fuller apprec:i,ation of

the earthly Jesus within the I'Jeiv Testament accolmt, and, like'Hise, repud-

16iates the dependence of faith upon historical research. HOVlever, in his

assumption that there is a continuity bet-tveen the kerygma and the histor-

ical Jesus (in the sense that the fact and reception are inseparable)

Tillich has insulated faith from any serious examination of its factual

foundation in a 'Hay "1hich is clearly not intended by the 'nelV' quest'.

The scholars engaged in this enterprise seek to shm'! not that the kerygma

is true (this is beyond proof and does lie in the dimension of faith)

but that the bibJ.ical fl.ccmmt is a reliable representation of ~Tesus.

This does have implications for faith. As Ebeling points out, if it

could be shm·m that the Christ of faith Has a misunderstanding of the

significance of the historical Jesus, then the ground 'Hould be removed

fr,om under the Christia.n faith. 17 Therefore, it is insufficient to say

viith Tillich that nothing can militate against the object of faith,

because it leaves unresolved the crucial question whether existential

participation in the tb:'Lblical picture of Jesus as the Christ' is

--_..""' .._----_._~~~._-~------

15U .V L.'1gston, ~cit. I p;41I-

16Cf • Bornkamm, .2£. cit., p. 9; and J. H. Robinson, !:.JleH_QU;,~~
of..J.he_g~sto:.~i~~~, p~

:t 7Ebeling, T~~ure ££ Faith, p.46
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existential participation in the individual to which the nanle Jesus

points. Tlllus, in his clear~cut division betvJeen faith and historical

enquiry, one cannot avoid the suspicion that Tillich has sought in the

biblical picture a positivistic basis of belief. This is a curious

charge to make against a person ,mo has sp strenuously fought Biblicalism,

but it-appears inescapable in view of the shift of ultimate interest from

the '1'lord made flesh' to the 'picture' of that event.

These considerations lead us to the second of our two questions.

Does the failure of the original quest of the historj.cal J ssus mean

that all subsequent attempts must fail because historical knowledge is

logically inadequ~te as a foundation of Christo1ogy7 The problem

involved here has to do liLth the so-called 'probabilities S entailed in

biblical research. It is significant that it is on the basis of this

argument that Tillich rejects the implications of the historical find-

ings of the 'new quest'. The scholars thus engaged, w~ites Tillich,

are obviously more optimistic .d.th respect to the prob~~

abiliti~s, .but no change results for the systematic
situation. Our knowledge of the historical Jesus gever
gets beyond probabilities of one kind or another. 1

However, this characterization of the methodological results

of historical research is highly perplexing, and one ,'TOnders 'Hhat

Tillich means when he says that the historian can never reach certainty.

As Heyt·mo1 Thomas remarks,

• • • it is obvious that of any historical or empirical state-·
ment l'le must admit that it is in one sense probable, namely
that it is rlOt necessarily true. But the opposition is not

181) t' 227er~ec~E~' p.



betvreen certainty and probability, it J.s beb.,reen tvlO kinds
of truth, the truths of fact and the truths of logic. We
can indeed describe the former as conti.l1gent, but this in
no Ha;/ removes them from the possibility of verification.
All we can mean if lve say they are probable is that 1<Then
they are verified they are not verified in the same Hay
as the propositions, which are necessarily true. 19

In other words, Tillich has confused two statements about

historical research, The first concerns the episteniological status of

historical assertions, namely the truism that they are contingent and

probable. The second, however, is an illicit deduction from the first,

namely that the historian can never reach certainty. But since the

opposite of 'probable' is 'necessarily true', we can only assume that

Tillich is here suggesting that the historian can never possess a

certainty.1<Thieh Hould be impossible for him anyt-ray,

We me.y pursue the problem of historical probability uith regard

to the crucial question of Hhether faith can, of itself, guarantee the

factual basis of Christology. The nodal point of Tillich's argument is

that to say a man has faith analytically entails that he has received

the reality. of .a 'personal life', that which has overcome existence in

existence. Thus, vlhile empirical research can never ensure v,lith any

degree of certainty the fact that the bearer of the New Being l1as 'Jesus',

and lV"hile it is impossible to be sure that any detail of the biblical

narrative about hliu is true, faith can, and does, guarantee tho sheer

'thatness' of the New Being.

The difficulty WJ.th tM.s argument evolves from Tillich' s insis-

tence that while an Shistorical I fact is assured by faj.th (here the

._--- .~--~~--_._----
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normal mean:Lng of 'historicalf, is implied: f something 1'1hich happened in

the past') it is not the object of the probabilities of historical

investigation. In order to clarify the confusion at this point, let us

examine b;vo statements, both crucial to Tillich' s Christology.

A. A TIla.n (denoted by the name f lTesus') lived, had disciples, and died.

B. Jesus as the Christ is the bearer of the New Being :Ln existence.

'1'he relation beb-men these tvTO statements is complex. The truth

of A. does not Sh01v that B. is either true, probable or even meaningful.

To this extent one can agree "lith. Tillich that faith' s kno~-Tledge of

Jesus as the Christ is not simply historical knoHledge. B. is not the

product of research, nor is the assurance it provides scientific. The

historian has nothing to say about B. since it belongs entirely vnthin the

reaJlu of theology.

The difficultjlheforeus arises with the status of A. Wnile it

is true that Christology is not implied by historical statements (A. does

not demD.nd B.), Christology does imply certain factual statements (B.

does demand A.). Thus He find that each of the three parts of A. are

crucial to Tillich's exposition of B. fA man' is important because the

bearer of the New Being must be a conCl~ete individual; he must ha.ve

fdisciples' since the only record we have of h:Lm is a record of his recep

tion; and he must 'die' bece,use only in this way c auld he participate

in existence completely. \'Je may conclude that the elements of A., if

found to be false ,would require that B. is :tnappropriate.

H01V8ver, for Tillich, to accept that historical knol·rledge is

always 'probable! knowledge is to admit that A. can never be falsified

vnth any degree of certainty. But if research into A. is al"(v8.ys a matter

of probabilities, then, as Hoody Smith remarks astutely, since 'any
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single item of the tradition I~ be false (ia e., unhistorical or mis

leading), it is logically possible that all may be false,.20 -If no

statement is more true than another, then all statements could be equally

true. But if this is so, then all could be equally false ~ and so mean

ingless. For this rea.son, to accept with Til1ich that historical state

ments can never be verified with certainty is simultaneously to deny any

'rule of interpretation'. If all statements a.bout A. are probable,

then it seems in~ossible to distinguish more appropriate statements

about the 'thatness' of the individual mentioned in A. from the less

appropriate (did he have disciples, did he die?) If we are prevented

from saying anything about 'that man' (other than that he existed)

then it appears difficult to see how' one could prevent, or even

deterlTIQne, contradiction. It would be a hard task, in fact an

impossible task, to distinguish how or in lvhat way two statements

about 'that man' differed (Vihile for Tillich he is the New Being,

for another he could be a puppet of the disciples, or even a

murderer) • Though one could distinguish behmen them in terms of

intent, one could not separa.te them in terms of their 'appropriate

relation' to their subject. In this Ivay -VTe arrive back at the questions

posed by the 'new quest', Hhat guarantee has one for saying that the

biblical picb.n·e is appropriate to its subject, or that our reception of

the biblical picture is appropriate to Jesus' reception by the first

disciples? Tillich's rejection of the 'new quest' on the grounds that

all historical lmoi-lledge is probable does not elude these crucial and

20Hoody Sm:i.th, ~., p.iJ? (my 'emphasis)
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legitimate questions.

Tillich cQunters these objections with the statement that faith"
- ~

can guarantee not only the factual element in 'Jesus as the Christ' but

also the 'essentials of the biblical picture'. 21 P-.cesUJrlably, the recep=

tion and the death of the concrete person. mentioned in A. vTOuld be such

'essentials' • But, given T1l1ich' s O1VTI thesis, can these items be

v€!rified as being historica17 One cannot a.void the suspicion that

Tillich here wants to eat his cake and keep it too. At one moment,

the assertion that the biblic8.1 picture was forged in the situation of

faith is used to prevent it from being examined historiographically.

But at the next, the biblical picture makes historical claims. To this

extent, we must agree vQth Kelsey that this use of the picture fails to

obey the rules set up by 1illich's ovm two-dliuensional theory.

• • • the comparison of the biblical account of Jesus ,>lith
a picture is self·~defeating because it is used to me.ke
contradictory claims. On the one hand, it is used e.S a
way of denying that historical fact~claims are part of the
biblj.cal picture's meaning. On the other hand, it is used
as the 1Jasis for an argu..T£lent about v7he:t 'must have been'
the nature 'of that personal life (pointed to by Jesus of
Nazareth) of which the picture is a picture ~ and that is
an argrnuent mak1D2historical fact-claims, albeit on
improper grounds. 2

In this way, the argument that faith's guarantee of the histor-

ical foundation of Christology belongs in a dimension altogether

distinct from that of historical research flounders in the face of the

distulction itself. If no item of the historical tradition (A.) can be

guaranteed either histol':i.cally (given the probable nature of historical

21ST , 2: 131. See above p.3?

22D• Kelsey, 02•. C?it. r p.101



enquiry) or by faith in such a way that historical doubt is overcome

(given that faith cannot trespass into the dimension of historical kn01·r

ledge), then how can !i!:!Si. j.tem of the tl'adition be guaranteed as histor

ically true? And how then can we proceed to the Christological asser

tion (B.)? VIe may take an example. Tillich describes existence as

distorted and ambiguous. But hOH can he knOH of an actual undistorted

being at a particular time in the past other than through the historical

claims of the biblical narrative? An even more important example

suggests itself. Tillich admits that the concrete be:ing of Jesus (the

Tfact T) created the biblical picture; the biblical picture concerns an

individual ,vho existed apart from the picture. But how does Tillich

know this? If neither the histori~l nor the man of faith can verify

historically the accuracy of the biblical picture vdth the event, how

can it be said that the picture 'Has not a fiction r Thus, He may say, :in

conclusion, that Hhen Tillich states that faith can guarantee a personal

life, but not the name TJesus T, he has not followed his own argument to

its logical' conclusion. Given the so-called 'probabilities' of histor

ical investigation, and given that faith cannot verify a fact Hhich lies

outside its m-Tn domain, Tillich' s argument demands not only that the

'personal life' of the New Being may have had another name but that the

life itself !nay be unhistorical. Tillich cannot guarantee either that

the NeW" Being ,vas not somebody else totally different from that portrayed

in the biblical picture, or that the picture is not a product of the

imagination.

Tillich's use of the .anaJ.ogia l~i.s is open to the self-same

objections 0 This is not surprisi.Y1g since it too is depend.ent upon the

statement that faith alone can guarantEJe the historical basis of Christ-
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010gy~23 The basic tenet of the analogy is that faith assures the real~

ity of its object because, according to Tillich, faith participates in

the object of its concern. This argument may be stated as a syllogism:

FaithfuJ_ individuals are 'transformed' by the biblical picture. The New

Be~1g is the source of all 'transforlmng power'. Therefore, it is the

New Being 1>nlich 'transfornls' faithful persons through the biblical pic-

ture. The circularity of this argument is obvious but, as it stands,

relatively ~10ffensive since it implies no factual assertion about the

man Jesus. However, in its use by Tillich, the 'transformation' of

contemporary people is supposed to· entail the existence of somebody, 1>lho

lived t'tvo thousand years ago, as its only possible cause. That this

conclusion is a non seguit~ has been noted by others. 24 The ~~log~~

~in_=hs guarantees only the NevI Being as the source of participation.

It does not guarantee that this source is historical. Since Tillich

provides us ivith no evidence for the truth of the analogy, it presents

a most dubious basis upon which to assert a continuity between the

biblical picture and an historical event. In this connection, Moody

Smith's remarks are appropriate:

23see above p.42

24See G. H. Tavard, 2.:eL.ill., p.109; Reinhold Niebuhr, 'The
Contribution of Paul Tillich f, Beligi£ll in Life, VI, No. 4- (Autumn,
1937) p.578, as quoted by Robert H. Ayers, 'Biblical Criticism and
Fai-th in Tillich and Niebuhr', Jou:rn~I1§Religion, LXXI, No.4
(October, 1963) p. 316 ; Bernard 11artin, Paul Tillioh I s Doctrine of Han
(London: James Nisbet and Co., 1966) p.177;Kenneth Hamil~~
~tem.~nd th~_~ (London: S.C.M. Press, 1963) pp.162-165 ---



• • • is it not conceivable that there could be a true portrayal
of the reality of the New Being in the form of an imagined pic~

ture capable of bringing the New Being into reality, histor
ical reality, in those i'1ho allowed themselves to be transformed
by it? The fact that transformations of a sort take place by
faith in Jesus Christ does not in any way guarantee the
historicity of faith's object. Obviously the non-historical
or fictional s~~nbols of other religions have had transforming
power, and it is not even certain that the biblical picture of
Jesus as the Christ would completely lose its transforming
pOiver if it could be shoim to be unhistorica1. 25 '

We have already expressed doubt as to whether Tillieh can sub-

stantiate his elalia that faith guarantees the 'personal' reality of the

bearer of the Nel-, Being. But even if we accept, for the moment, that

New Being necessarily implies an historical figure as its bearer, does

this still allmv the analogia. ima,g1nis the degree of importance that

Tillioh claims for it? For example, given Ti11ich's theological pre=

occupation with the state of the Christian (viz., the existential trans=

formation of the faithful), what prevents us from saying that the

process of transfOl~ation is primalJ( and the character of its histor-

ica1 source merely the reflection of this experience projected back into

history? In other 1-TOrds, can we rule out the possibility that Tillich

has inferred that the intrinsic properties of the bearer of the New

Being, as pictured in the biblical narrative, are true (namely, that he

did overcome existence in existence) from the experience of 'transform-

ing povrer'? But if every item of the biblical picture of Jesus ~ the

Christ couJn be false, except that a concrete individual existed, and

yet if through the picture 1-Te experience the 'transforming power of NeH

Being', can we assume that the man depicted in the narratives ~2. in

-_.--------
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fact the Christ, that he did actually overcome the ambiguities of exis-

tencer Although"tVe may grant, -f-or the purposes of this argument, that

the experience of transforraation presuppose$ an historical source, can

we guarantee that the faith "tVe have is distinctly ~ti3:£r It is by no

means certain that the historic character of the so-called 'bearer of

the Nmf Being' is commensurate 'tilth his transforming effects in us.

With these remarks in mind, 1-16 can hardly avoi.d the conclusion

that the analogia nnaginis resolves the problem of correlating subject

and object in experience SOme"i~1at after the manner of Kant's critical

idealism. The I given' (the tfact l ) is I<nOl~ only as it is received by

the participating response of the subject of experience = in this case,

the man of faith. It is the subject which detel1uines the object, not

in its being (the di~g-an-sic~, the ministry and person of Jesus remains

unknowable) but, as Cushman puts it, in its being 'what it is known !!:£' .26

In view of the erosion of historical material by radical biblical critic-

ism, this is the only way the event 'Jesus as the Christ' can be 1<n01~1.

It is in this sense that the event is inclusive of both subject and

object. The event of Christ is so enlarged as to include not only the

career of the man pointed to by Jesus, but also the life of the comrm1l1ity

of the faithful. In this way, the historical problem of Christology is

resolved by relocating the empirical basis of faith "l-Jithin the life of

the community of the Nmv Being, which is positively identifiable and

appropriable.

If this is the case, we may justifiably ask whether Christology

-~------~-------~~-------~--~-~---~._-_._~--

2h.~. ()
~. E. Cushman s Ope ~~1., p.178 my emphasis



has not in fact been supplanted by ecclesiology. On Tillich's theory,

it lvould appear that, though ecclesiology cloes include the I fact I of

Jesus, nevertheless .vithout the church Christology is impossible. The

interdependence of the factual and receptive elements of the event

1 Jesus as the Christ' seems to result in the viev-T that the church is not

merely constitutive of the event but that apart from the chu~ch there can

be no appeal regarding the verity of the Christ-event. Nothing, it

appears, can be affirmed of the antecedent reality of the 'object' of

faith except by means of the availability of the phenomenon, that is, the

cOlmnunity established by the I experience of transforming pOHer'. In this

way, the historical problem of Christology is resolved vlithin a phenomen

alistic epistemology.

Christology as ecclesiology is fax: from Tillich1s intentions,

but it is not, ,,,e suggest, far from the logical conclusion of his mm

arguments. Moreover, if the experience of the 'transforr~ng power of

New Being' provides an 'inunediate' certainty and if it is not 'mediated

by conclusions,27 , then it is hard to see how this experiential evidence

should necessarily incorporate belief in an historical occurrence, much

less assure it. As long as Tillich insists upon a correspondence

between the historical actualization of the New Being and the kerygmatic

lvitness, then the truth of the correspondence can only be asserted on the

basis of an historical claim. other1vise the continuity between the

'p01.er' me'diated through the picture and the 'po1ier' initiated by the

concrete manifestation of the Nei-J Being in existence cannot be aff.:li~I1iBcl.

27S~, 2: 131. See above p.38
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If the kerygmatic claims for the bearer of the New Belllg cannot, logi-"

cally at least, be open to historical verification, no necessary connec~

tion between the kerygma and the historical figure portrayed l~thin it

can be presUllled. So long as Til1ich clanis that the kerygma faithfully

incorporates Jesus' ~ actualization of essential God-manhood, he

cannot avoid a search for the empirical truth about Jesus.

Tillich's ll1tention was to lllmulnize the historical basis of

Christo10gyfrom the radical historical method employed by the biblical

critic. Ironically, this aim is dependent upon Til11ch's desire to

guarantee the distlllctly historical framework of the Christian faith.

But the assertion that Christianity is uniquely historical is devoid of

cont.ent unless j:t be said also that something unique happened in history.

This must involve an historical c1a:im about the historical figure pro

claimed as t.he Christ by the faithful, namely that in Jesus' mill life

existential estrangement "ras overcome. If this i.s to be held, (and

Tillich clearly intends that it should be), and if ue are not to

surround Chri.stianity with all the dangers attendant upon belief in a

mere 'X' :in history, then the claj.ms of Christology must be tested in

such a ""lay that a continuity between Jesus and the kerygma can be upheld.

For this reason, Tillich'8 distinction between the dimensions of faith

and historical }~ol"ledge is not as clear~cut as he assumes. We grant

that faith's kJ.lo"lledge of the salvation lv.cought by Jesus cannot be

exhibited SL'1lply by the methods of historical reseaTch i' but faith can

claira i~~nity from such criticism only at the price of circumventing

the material importance of Jesus' earth1y ministry. The significance of

Jesus for faith cannot be maintained by stressing only the 'thatness' of

Jesus I existence i"1dependently of the special natm'e of his "TOrk and his



mm attitude tOHard it. It is precisely this problem of the continuity

bet.·reen the career of Jesus and the kerygma 1>rhic11 pushes to the fore the

efforts of biblical research to make Lntelligible the messianic identi

fication which is attached to Jesus' life and teaching. And to this

extent, the theoretical risk remains that· the biblical critic n~y find

the historical evidence for Christological assertions either to be

inadequate or non-existent.
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